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6 ·-sUMMARY 
The purpose of  this Directive is to revise and replace .the existing Directive 95/62/EC on--- -- - : -
,.;  .'  .  •  .  •  .  •  ,  •  '  ~  - .•  I 
the  application ofOpenNetwork Provision (ONP)to voi~  tel~phony, to takeaceount o{ 
.  .  . .  ~  ..  '  .  . 
the forthcoming liberalisadon of  the telecommunications_ nu~.rket by 1st Jariuary J998, and  _- ____ . 
to guarante~r  th~ provisi~n of  a defined  universal~ serVice for  telecommuni~~tions in ·the 
European Union. 
The European Parliament and the Council have co~~ed  the~selves  'to decide before 1 · 
January 1998, on-the basis of a proposal submitted in good time by the 'Coinmission,  on·  - .  .  .  .  . 
.  . 
_ the reyision of  the existing D_irective- ,.  see ArtiCle 32(1 ). 
This  proposal  for  a_ revised  Directive. describes  the  scope of the  universal  service  fo~ 
·  telecorrunurucations which must be available· io,  all users in the· EU  ~  arid requires Member -: • 
States to ensure that this  ~service is  ~£fordable, taki!}g into account ·natiqnal situations.  The-. 
_  Direc~ive also sets out harmonised conditions for the- provision of fixed public telephone -
.  .  .  . 
. networks and publicly available telephone services in the European Uruon: _ 
•  • 
--,The re_vised<Directive forms part of  the regulatory framework forthe teleco'mmuni~ations -
se~tor being put in place for the po~t-1998 environment of  open a!ld competitive ~arkets.-
1' 
···;.:-
,'.  ·;_ 
-·-
.' 
':'  ':· ..  ·.· 
.. · ..  ·· 
·.,. 
.  .. 
·.>EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 
.  .  .  .  .  .  .·.· 
·.,···  .... 
;. 
1.  ·  IIitroductiori 
'.·  .=.  ;_'.·  ..  . . :'  .:· . 
In the emerging information. society more: and  ino~e  p~ople - in private life anc( ~t work  ~.  .  .  .  ·.  .  ~  .  . 
depend on modem communications.  To be able. to communicate and  j~!eract whe~er  by· 
telephone,' fax,  e~~ail or_ electronic media is a crucial artd decisive .factor.'forevery_£itize~ 
and business. 
The telecommqnications sector is an area of startling innovation imd  rapi~ technological 
evolution:  It is critical for the overall competitiveness of  Europe's eco~omy.-
Alongside the growing importance- of data and  facsimil~ services in the business  s~ctor, 
.  .  . 
and the spectacular growth of the Internet, and the potential of new inforynation society . 
services, telephone services remain the most important telecommunications services today 
from both an economic and a social stand-point. 
The liberalisation of·public telephone networks andservices from 1 January·l~98• makes 
it vital that beyond that date both business and  residential users are ·guaranteed choice, 
.  . 
qmility .and the best possible prices -for telephone services. 
2.  Background 
1 - See C~mmission  Directive 96/19/EC amending Commission Directive 90/388/EEC regarding the implementation 
_of full competition in telecommunications markets .. OJ L 74, 22.03.1996, p. 13. ·  ·  · 
6 ·.  ·"!" 
in the telecoi:nmurucati6ris  ~ector the European Unioh (Eu) isfolloWing a balanced policy_ 
of liberalization. and· harmonization, :building . on ·the · 1990  Commission  Directive.' on 
.  .  .  ..  .  :  '  .  .  ~ 
.  . . 
telecommunic~tions services2  and .the  Council  Directive ·-o~ open  network :provisicin3, 
.  ·.  -: 
adopted simultaneo11sly~ · 
Council  Resolution  of :22' July-1993,4,  which  set the. date  of 1st  January  1998 ·for' 
liberalis~tion  oftele~nununications $ervices (with transitional periods for certain Member.· 
.  .  . 
States), identified as major policy goals for the Community's telecommunications poli~y: 
.  .  .  .  '- '  .  . 
.  . 
i)  .. the adoption oflegis!ative.proposals in the,field ofONP 
[ie the then draft ONP Voice Telephony Directive] 
. n) .  the adaptation in the light of  further liberalisatiori, of  Ol'q'P principles in respect of  th~ 
.  .  ' . 
entities covered, an4 of such issues as universal service:  interconnection  ~nd access 
charges ..... 
Irjstitutional  problems  associated  with  the  entry-into-force  of.  the  current  Treaty · of 
· European Union in  November  1993  led  to  delay  in  the  adoption  of the  ONP  V  ~ice  · 
Telephony Directive, with the_result that final adoption by the EP and the Council did not 
.  occur until December 19955. 
.  . 
In keeping.with paragraph ii) above, the Directive is now being adapted in the light of  the  .  . 
date of 1st January 1998 for fullliberalisation of  public telecommunications networks and· 
voice telephony services.  .At the same time,' ongoing discussion on umversal service has. 
2  Commission Directive 90/388/EEC, OJ  L 192, 24.7.1990, p.  10 
3  Coilncil Directive 90/387/EEC, OJ L 192, 24. 7.1990, p.  1 
4  OJC213,06.08.1993,p.l  .  ·  · 
5  Dir~ctive 95/62/EC  on  the  application  of Open  network. provision  (ONP)  to  voice  telephony  ("the  Voice 
Telephony Directive"), OJ L321, 30.12.1995, p.6. 
'g 
-:  .' 
-... 
•.: . emphasised the need. to· stfengthen some of  the provisions:· of this Directive to. safeguard 
users' interests. 
:  .  .  .  . 
The  European  Parli~ent and  the  Council  have  C()rnmitt~ themselves  to review  the 
present Directive 'on the basis 'of a proposal which the Comlnission will submit to them .in 
.  .  .  .  ·  ... 
good time', as stated in Article ~2(1) ofDirectiye 95/62/EC. 
3.  Universal telecomiJlunications Service in the  E~ropean  Union 
Universal  service in the  tele~rnniunication sector has  been the  subject  of continuous 
consultation and debate since the Comniission first put forward its proposals for complete 
liberalisation of  the telecommunications sector _in October 1992. 
.  .  . .  .  .  . 
· In the light of  the political agreements of 1993  and -1994 resulting from t~e  Cornrnis~ion's 
1992 Telecommunications Review<>  in favour of the full  liberalisation in  the sector,  the 
CounciF,  the  European  Parliament8,  the  Economic  and  Social  Cornrnittee9  and  the 
Committee of  the Regions10 have all recognised that libeniiisation goes hand in hand with 
parallel· action to create a harmonised regulatory framework which secures the delivery of 
.  . .  ._ 
universal service. 
-6  Commission  Communication on  the  consultation on  the  Review of the  situation  in the TelecommUnications 
Services Sector, COM(93) 159. ·  · 
7  Council Resolution 94/C48 of  8 February 1994 on Universal Service principles in the telecommunications sector, 
OJ C48, 16.2.1994 and Council Resolution 95/C258 of 18 September 1995 on the implementation of the future 
regulatory framework for telecommunications,-OJ C258, 3.10.1995. 
8  European Parliament Resolution of 19 May 1995 on the Oreen Paper on the liberalisation of telecommunications 
infrastructure and cable television networks- Part IIA4-0111195; OJ Cl51, 19.6.1995~ 
· 9  Opinion of  the Economic and Social Committee of 13 September 1995 on the Green Paper on the liberalisation of ' 
telecommunications infrastructure and eable television networks-Part II, OJ C301, 13.11.1995. 
10  Opinion of the Committee of the Regions on the Commission Communication: Europe;s way to the information  · 
society.  An  action  plan  (COM((94)  347  final).  CdR  21/95  ESPIET/AG/ym  and  CdR  21/95  Appendix 
D/BAN/JKB/NF/as. 
10 The  European _Parliament  emphasised:  "the  central  importance ,.of universal  service 
principles, ln ·order to ensure the complementarity. betw~~n  econ~mic and social goals ... 
and the  balance  between liberalisaiion  and the  need ·to  maintain·. basic,  ajjo_rdable 
· services for -all consil~ers", _  whilst Council,  identified  universal  service  as  permitting 
.. "access io a defined.minim~m  se,.:Vice of  specified quality to all users everywhere and,  in 
.  :_  .  :.  . .  . 
the 'light of  specific national conditions, at an affordable price"  .. 
Public consultation during  19~5 on the Commission's Green Paper on the liberalisation of _ 
telecommunications infrastructure11  focused the universal service discussion on the_.issues  . 
of scope,  costing  and  financing,  and  iri  the  light  of this · discussion ·the  Commission -·· 
.  aqdressed  these  specific  issu_es  in  its  proposal  for  an _  EP  and -Council  Directive  on 
interconnection  in  telecommunications  with  regard  to  ensuring  universal  seryice  and 
interoperability through application of  the principles of  Open Network Provision (ONP)12 
The ·co~ssion Commmncation on universal  ser\rice  for  telecoinmunications13  reports 
on the results of a survey of the level and_ quality of service found in the Member States 
and  of a  public  consultation on universal  service  issues  during  Autumn  199  5.  The 
Communication notes that the current concept of universal- service, .  found  in  the ONP 
·.  .  ~ 
Voice Telephony Directive, corresponds to the obligation to provide accessJ..o the fixed 
public  telephone  network  and  to  deliver  an  affordable  telephone  service  to -all  users 
reasonably requesti~g it.  It  goes on to identify areas where the Voice Telephony Directive 
can  be  strengthened  to. better  reflect  the  needs· of universal  service  in  a  liberalised 
environment. 
11  Commission  Green  Paper  on  the  liberalisation  of  tcleco~unications infrastructure  and  cable  television 
networks, part II.  COM(94) 682,25.01.1995  '  ·  · 
12  COM(95) 379, OJ C 313, 24.11.1995, p. 7 
13  COM(96)73,13March1996. 
11 The. pr~posed revision pf the .ONP. Voice Telephony  Directi~e includes these changes. 
The:Directive does not applyto:lltobile telephone networks or  services. 
Unive;~l  service and m.arket forces 
-! 
The.  ~elephone se~ce  is considex:ed to  .. be so  important to. the  s~ciat and econQinic -life of · 
· . the Commt.i~tY  that it. is appropriate to maintain a regulatory 'safety .net' to guarantee that 
· all  users  can continue ·to  have ·access to a  good basic  telephone  service· at affordable  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
prices.-.  Market failure is recogclsed as a significant probieffi, ·which ~annot be allo:Wed to  .  .  .  .  .  ~ 
. occur in  view of the  serious consequ·ences· it would  have for users-of basic  telephone 
services. 
The regulatory safety net that this  Directive  puts  in  place  therefore  requires  Member 
States  to ensure  that  all  reasonable  requests ·for access  to  the  fixed  public  telephone 
_  network and provision of telephone service at a  fixed  location are met.  In accor<;lance 
_  with· the  proposed  European  Parliament  and  Council  Directive. on interconnection  in 
telecoiruimnications with regard to ensuring. universal service and interoperability through 
application of the principles· of Open Network Provision (ONP)l4,  where this universal 
service obligation represents a  d~monstrable net cost to an  operat9r,  thi~ ~ost can be 
.  .·.  .  ' 
shared at the national level. With other organizations operating public teleconlinunications 
.  . - . 
networks and/or publicly  avai~able voice telephony services.  There is  no  requirement to 
provide mobile telephone services ~s part ofuniversal service. 
4.  Aims of the Revision of  Directive 95/62/EC 
14  OJ C220,  29.07.1996, p  13.  Common Position  (EC) No.34/96  adopted by  the  Council on  18  June 
1996 
12 ..  · 
The: hlffi.'bt the revised Directive is to adapt the  eXis~ing voice telephony Directive to a  . 
comp'etitive~·ii1¥ket with multiple  players,  and to.  guarantee -the  provision of a-defined 
· ' .  universal ~elephone service in the European Union. 
.  .  .  .  .  '·'  .  . 
.  .  ··:  ... :..  ·.·  ·. 
The  revised 'Birective  identifies  the  telepho~e services  and  associated  facilities  to  be 
·publicly available to ~  users;  it ensures that all users can on request gaih access to the 
. ' fixed public telephone network15,  at a  flxed location, for COrnrTIUnicatioil by voice, data Or 
facsimile, and have access to a basic range of  facilities including ·itemised billing16· anci tone 
dialling. 
~. .  . 
It sets out a mechanism whereby q~ality of  service can.be monitored using a common set 
of  parameters. and measurement methods.  Where necessary, quality targets can be set by 
. the national regulatory authorities at the national level,  and the results  published.  .  In  a 
liberalised_  market,  quality  is  one  of the  differentiating  factors . for  competing  market 
players,  and  therefore it  is  not  considered  appropriate  to  lay  down  standard  levels. of 
,·  '.  ' 
quality for  all at this ·stage.  Nevertheless  a procedure  is  envisaged  whereby minimum. 
·quality targets could be set at the EU level. 
.  .  .  .  . 
· The  revised Directive introduces a new requirement  fo.r  Member  States  t<;>  ;nsure that 
telephone service is affordable, taking into account national circumstances.  This principle 
eXists alongside the principle of  cost-orientation, which is leading to the current process of 
·  tariff re-balancing.  The principle of affordability ensures that tariff rebalancing proceeds 
.  '  .  . 
at a pace which isconsistent with the introduction of competition, but which at the same 
IS  In  a .liberalised  environment,  the  'public  telephone  network'  in  a  Member  State  \viii  be  made  up  of many 
separately owned and operated telecom.rUunications networks, interconnected together. 
16  The  proposed  European  Parliament  and  Council  Directive  96/  ..  IEC  of [to  be  adoptedj  concerning  the 
processing of personal data ang .protection ot' privacy  in  the· telecommunications sector,  in  particular in the 
Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN)  anc~ in digital mobile networks, \vill safeguard the privacy of users 
\vith regard to itemised billing;  ·  · 
13 time does not result in unacceptably steep price rises for users.  The Directive emphasises 
·  th~ place oftargetted tariff.schemes as a better option than 1Jnlf:ormly low tariffasameans 
. of  securing affordable service. for all. 
The revl.sed Directive calls upon Member States to set up  consultative mechanisms with 
users, consumers,  suppli~rs ~d  manufactUrers at the national ievel on issUes  rel~ted to. the 
•  ••  •  ,  •  •  I,  •  ' 
· level,  _quality  and affordability of  univers~l service:  The  Commission may  also  set up· 
.  . 
consultative mechanisms at the Europeat:llevel. · 
In those Member  States which  have  transition  periods  for  the liberalisation  of public 
· telecommunications  networks  and  publicly  available  voice  telephony  services,  ·.  in 
accordance with Community law, the revised Directive maintains the relevant provisions 
ofDirective 95/62/EC. 
· 5.  The entities covered 
.  . 
In its revised form, the Directive contains three types of  provisions: 
Chapter II contains provisions that ap-ply  to  organisations  designated-tty Member 
States as having specific universal service obligations. 
Chapter III contains provisions that apply to all organisations providing fixed public 
telephone networks and/or publicly available telephone services. 
Chapter IV contains provisions that apply  to  specific  categories of organisations, 
including: 
14 . organisations  proViding·  t'elephone  services  over  the  fixed  public 
.·  · 'telephone network 
.,:: ... 
organisations  providing.  telephone  services  over  the  fixed  public 
· telephone network designated by Member States as having significant  . .  .  . 
, .  market power 
organisations which, for a  transition period,' retain ~pecial or exclusive 
·.rights of  the provision of  fixed public telecommuri.icatioris networks or· 
· : publicly  available  voice  telephony  services,  in  accordance  With 
Cominunity law:. 
Provisions relating to universal se'rvice  obligation~ 
These provisions cover three areas: 
- the provision of  a connection to the fixed public telephone network as described . . 
above 
- the provision of  directories and directory enquiry senrices 
- the provision of public pay telephones. 
Member States. must ensure the availability. of·these services for all,  and  in  accordanc·e 
with the principle of subsidiarity,  can decide hovt  to achieve that objective at a national 
level. 
Where such an obligation results in a justified net cost to an  orga~is~tion, Member States 
may  allow  that  net  cost  to  be  shared  with  other  organizations  operating  public 
15  . .'• 
telecommunications  n~tworks  .and/or publicly available voice telephony services, under a 
.  .  .  . 
universal  service funding  scheme.  However universal  service  obligations  musrno.t be 
.  .  ..  ;  .  ..~  .  '  .  .  . 
'  '  . 
· imposed  in  a  way which 'leads .to  duplication  ci( ~niyersal  ·service  costs,  i.e.  only  one 
' : organisation  should  receive  s~ppoit  from  a  universal  service  ~nancirig  scheme  for 
.  .  .  .  .  -. 
provision of a  particular element in  a particular area.  The proposed . EP and  Coun~il · 
Directive on interconnection requires that the calculation of  costs inust be independently 
audited,  and  that the rules  for  calculating the  contribution's. from  other·. market players 
mus~ be ' in  accordance  with  the  principles  of non-discrimi~ation,  proportionality  and 
. transparency. 
· Provisions  affecting  all providers  of fixed public  telephone  networks  and publicly 
available telephone services· 
Provisions affecting all providers of  fixed public telephone networks and-publicly available 
telephone  services  concern  access  to  emergency  numbers,  subscriber  contracts,  the 
· publication of information relating to their service offering including tariffs and technical 
_interfaces,  and keeping available statistics on quality of  service. 
.  '  .  .  .  . ..; 
Provisions for specific types of organisations 
Provisions in the existing Directive co~cerning  ~ost orientation of  tariffs,  implementation 
of specific  cost  accounting  systems,  and  discount  schemes  are  carried· over into  the 
revised Directive,  but with the possibility for the national  regulatory authority to relax 
\ 
these  requirements  orice  competition  is  sufficiently  developed  to  allow  market-driven 
pricing to take over as the best means of  keeping down prices for users.  The provision on 
special  network access is  consistent with the obligation in  Article 4(2) of the proposed 
16' Directive on intercol)Ilectiop, and is retained in this_ Directive·because it_ offers  additio~al 
· ~e~ards  for the user which are not provided in the Interconnection Directive. · 
.  . 
Pro~sions  -·concerning  certain facilities  (itemised· billing,  selective. call  barring .and  tone . 
'dialling),  and non-payment of bills apply to au' prgimisations providing voice telephony 
'  '  .  .  .  .  . 
services over fixed public telephone networks. 
' 
M~bile telephone services 
The  existing Pirective does  not apply to · mobile  telephone  services, ·and  the  proposed 
adaptation does not change that situation. 
At  present  the  mobile  market  can 'be  considered  as  a  separate  market  to  the  fixed 
telephone market, but in view of  the forecast convergence of fixed  and mobile  tele~hone -
services,  the ·  applicability  of t~e Directive with  respect" to  mobile  services  will  be re-
examined  when the Directive is  reviewed by  31  D~cember 1999.  _  Individual Member 
States may take steps to improve protection of  the consumer at the national level by,  for 
example, · ensuring  that  mobile  telephone  users  have  access  to  inexpensive .. and  easily 
.  '  .  .  - ~ 
accessible dispute resolution procedures similar to those described in this DireCtive. 
I 
6.  Summary of contents of the proposed Directive 
The articles ofDirective 95/62/EC have been. re-grouped into the following chapters:  - .  - . 
Chapter I  Scope, aims and definitions 
17 Chapter II  - · ·Provision of  a defined set of  telecommunications· services 
.  .  ' 
Chapter Ill - General Provisions  concerning public telephone 
networks and publicly available telephone services 
Chapter IV - Specific-Provisions. concerning..fixed public telephone netWorks and 
publicly available telephone services 
/  .  . 
Chapter V  - Procedural provisions 
Certain provisions in Directive 95/62/EC are relaxed or removed: 
provisions on interconnection (former Article 11 ), arid numbering (fomier 
Article 21 ), which will be superseded by the proposed Directive on 
Interconnection 
provisions on technical  standards (former article  24) which will  covered by 
Council Directive 90/387/EC,  once this  is  amended  as  proposed in EP and  . 
Council Directive 96/ .. IEC [to be adoptedJ 
provisions on telephone pre-payment cards (the former article 18) 
· Certain specific  proVisions  are  s~rengthened in  response to user demand  in  relation  to 
universal service: 
firm dates are given for the provision of  the facilities of  tone dialling, itemised 
billing and selective call barring; 
the procedures in the event of  non-payment of  bills have been further defined 
18 a req~iremertt is intr~duced for directory enq~iry·s~~ce~ to be available.· 
.  '.  '  '  .  .  . 




,  .. ·  . 
. -:: ·  7.  Consultation process 
As indicated. in· section 3 above,  there has· been widespread  publi~: consu!tation on  .  the· ·  .·. 
.  ~  .  . .·  .  .  . .  .  .  . 
issues  of universal  service,  and . the.  restilts  are  summaiised . in.  the .  Commissi~ri  ':  ·.·  ·.·····,  .· 
. .  =:·,.:~::::·t ·:·.:.· ~}  ~- .  ~- . 
Communication on Universal Service for Telecommunications  publi~hed in March  ·,t 99..6.  ·• ·  · · 
The proposed revisions to the Directive tak~ into. account the positions eXpressed. in that· ·  · 
Communication. 
On the question of  to whom ONP obligations should apply in a competitive enviromilent,  · 
this issue was addressed in the Green Paper on Infrastructure published in January 1995, 
and  -the  subsequent  public  hearings.  The  application  of  specific  obligations  to 
organisations with  significant  market  power  allows  the  regulatory  framework  to be 
.. 
applied in a way that takes account of the degree of competition in a particular m~ket, 
and has been accepted by the EP and the Council in other ONP Directives. · 
Revision ofthe voice telephony Directive was the subject of  two discussions involving the 
Commission and Member States and other representative bodies at meetings of the ONP 
Committee on 15 May and 4 June 199.6. 
8.  Condusion 
The  proposed. ·revision  of the  ONP  vo1ce  telephony  'Qirective  95/62/EC  has  been 
requested by the EP  and the c·ouncil,  and  takes account of the  liberalisa~ion of public 
voice telephony services in  1998.  It will guarantee. the  pr~:>Vision of universal. telephone 
service to all EU users. · The proposal is part of  the package of legislative measures being 
20 ·r 
put in  place. for the ··post:_l998  liberalised  telecommunic~tions  ·market .in  the European. 
Union  ...  ·· .. -'• ..  . ;···· 
.< 
- .. 
21 Proposal for a 
.  EUROPEAN PARLIAMEiiT AND COuNCIL DIRECTivE  .  .  '  . 
on the application of  op~n  network provision (ONP) to \(oice telephony and on  univers~ \ ...  ·. ·  , . 
.  .  .  .  .  .  .  ··..:  ... ' 
.  .  . 
service for teleco~unications  in ~ competitive_ enVironment - . 
.·  •.. ···. 
(replacing European Parliament and Council Directive 95/62$-C)  .  .  . '  .  .  .  .  ... 
. THE  EUROPEAN  P ARLIAlvffiNT ·AND  THE  COUNCIL  OF. THE- EUROPEAN' 
UNION, 
. .; 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty establishing  the European  Community,  and  in  particular 
Artide 1  OOa thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission  1, 
22 
t;  .. '  ' 
·.1". 
···,•i 
· .......... ·. 
Having regard to the Opinion of  the Economic and Sociat Committee2,' 
';. 
Acting in accordance with the procedure laid  down in ArtiCle 189b ofthe·.rreaty 3,  .  .  ·.  . ....  ·:·  .  .  .  .  .  .  '•.  '  .  .  .. 
-1.  Whereas'from !January 1998, with transition periods for c'ertain Member States, the 







provision of  telecommunications services arid infrastructure in the Community ~be  · 
liberalized;  whereas the  Council\ the  Eurc)pean  Parliaments,  th~ Economic  and 
Social  Committee6  and  the  Conllnittee  of the  Regions  7  have  all  recognised  that 
liberalisation goes hand in hand with parallel action to create a harm_onised reguJatory 
I 
framework ·which secures the delivery of universal service;  .  whereas the concept of 
universal  service  must  evolve  to keep  pace  with advances  in  technology~ market 
developments and changes in user demand;  whereas progress has been made· in the. 
Co~unity  towards  defining the scope.ofuniversal service and laying down rules for 
. .; 
Council  Resolution  94/C48  of 7  February  1994  on  Uni~ersal Ser-Vice  principles  in the telecommunications 
sector, OJ C48, 16.2.1994, p.l,  and Council Resolution 95/C258 of 18 September 1995 on the implementation 
of  tlie future regulatory framework for  telecommunica~ons, OJ C258, 3.1 0.1995, p.1. 
European Parliament Resolution of 19 May 1995 on the Green Paper on the 1iberalisation of telecommunications· 
infrastructure and cable television networks- Partll A4--0111195; OJ C151, 19.6.1995 
'• 
Opinion of  the Economic and Social Committee of  13 September 199 5 on the Green Paper on the liberalisation 
ofteleco~unications infrastructure and cable television networks·- Part II, OJ C301~ 13.11.1995 
Opinion of the Committee of the Regions on the Commission Communication: Europe's way to the information 
society.  An  action  plan  (COM((94)  347  final).  CdR  21195  ESPIET/AG/ym  and  CdR  21195  Appendix 
D/BAN/JKB/NF/as.  ·  · 
23 
~  •' 
;. . .  .  :  ..  ~  . 
~·. 
·:  ..  · 
its·  costing· and  finaricirigs;·.: whereas  t}).e  Commissi~~ has  undertaken  to  publish  a 
re~ort on the mbnitopng'bf:the scop~,".tevel, qu~litY andaffordability ofth~universal-
.  .  .  ·.  -.- ·.  :  .  :·  ."- ..  .  ·.  · ..  ·  :  .. .  ,.  .  .  I 
·_>telephone  .. service  iri'th~  ·~ommunity before 1 Januaiy 1998, ·and at regul~ intervals 
.  ...  thereafier~9  . 
2.  Whereas.Council Directive 90/387/EEC'of28 June 1990 o~  the. establishment ofthe 
.  .  . 
netWork  provision, lo  provides  a gen.eral  framework for  the  application of ONP .. 
principles ·in specific areas; 
. 3.  · Whe~eas  Article 32(1)nfE~ropean  Parliament andCouncil Direc~ve  95/62/EC of  13 
December  1995  on  the  application  of open  network  provision  (ONP) to· voice 
8 
.  9 
_  telephonyll  ~alls for  the  European Parliament  and  the  Council  to  decide  by I 
_.-· 
· January  -1998,  on the  basis  of a  proposal  submitted  by  the  Commission~ on the : 
revision  of the Directive to ·adapt  it~ to the requirements · of market  liberalisation; 
'  '  ~ 
whereas Directive 95/62/EC does not apply to mobile telephony services;  whereas in 
moving to. a  competit~ve market, there are certain obligations that should apply to all 
organisations  providing  telephone  services  over.  fixed  networks,  and  others  that  ... 
should  be  retained  only· for  as  long  as  certain  organisations  continue  to  enjoy 
significant  market power and  thus have  the ability to influence- market  conditions 
independently of  their competitors;  whereas full  account has been taken of  the user 
.  ·, 
Common Position (EC) No 34/96 adopted by the Council on 18 June 1996 with a view to adopting Directive.96/ 
..  JEC  of the European Parliament and the Council  on interconnection in telecommunications with regard to 
ensuring. UniverSal service and mteroperability through appliCation of the principles of open network provision 
(ONP). OJ C220, 29.07.1996, p 13 
See Commission Communication on Universal  service  for  telecommunications  in the perspective of a  fully 
liberalised enviroriment,  COM{96) 73,. 13 March 1996. 
to  OJ Ll92, 28.~6.1990, p.l. 
11  OJL321,30.12.1995,p.6 
24 :.• 
.  ..  ~;  ,··  .  .  / 
:  ~  : 
, ···.:"and· consumer  requirement~~:fof:·'affordability,  cost ·control  and  user  facilities  as 
:  expr~ssed in the publlc ·  cori~~itation on universal  s~tvice for· telecommuniCations  12; 
,  '•  ,  .  ~  ."  .:  . .  .  '  :  •  •  ,  '  I 
\.  :  ·wher~s. since the modificatiprts required to Directive 95/62fEC ;u-e substantial, it is 
..  ··  .. :.,  . 
. .  .  >: ..  r· _:.  ·~ :.:  ·.  . 
.  '  (  . .  ·.  .  ...  ·  .. ·.  .  . .  .  .  ..  . 
·•·  convenient for the sake of  Clarity t()  reformulate  the.  said .Directive;  ·whereas. the 
'•  ..  ·  ~·. 
present Directive does not affect the timescales for Member States' implementatio"n 
of  Directive 95f62/EC as ·set~ut'in Annex IV;  .  '  .  ..  ..·.· ... 
4.  Whereasthebasic u~versal  s~rvice requirement is to provide users on  request with a. 
connection to the fixed.publictelephone network  at~  fixed. location, at·an a.trordable 
price; whereas there should ibe no constraints on the _technical  means by which the 
connection  ts  provided,  allowing  for . wire  or ·wireless  technologies;·  whereas 
affordability is  a matter to· be. determined  at  national  l(wel  in  the light  of specific 
national  conditions;  including  town  and  country  planning·  aspects;  whereas  the 
affordability of_telephone service is  related to the  information  ~sers receive about 
telephone usage expenses as well as the relative cost. of  telephone usage compared to 
other setvices; 
Whereas tariff rebalancing is  leading to a move away from uniformly low and non 
.·  .. 
cost-oriented tariffs;  .  whereas until  comp~tition is  effectively established_safeguards · 
may be necessary to ensure that price increases in remote or ,rural areas are not used 
.  '  .  .  .  . 
to  compensate  for  losses  in . revenue resulting  from  price  decreases  elsewhe~e; 
. whereas price caps an:d similar schemes· may be used to ensure that· the necessary re-
balancing does not affect users adversely, and that the differences between prices in 
high  cost areas  and  prices  in  low cqst areas. do. not  endanger the ·  affordability  of. 
telephone services; 
12  See C0¥(96)73, 13 March 1996 
25 5.  Whereas the importance of the telephone network and service is such that it should 
be available  to anyo11e  reasonably requesting it;  ·whereas  ~Ii  accordance-with the 
. ·  · · · principle of  subsidiarity, it for Member States to decide which organisaiicms have the 
responsibility  fot:  providing  the  various  elements  .  of the·'  univ~rsal  ~ervice  for 
telec_ommurucations as defined in this Directive;  whereas oorresponcling obligatio~s · 
c~uldbe  included as conditions in authorisations to provide voice telephony s~rvices; 
whereas only the net. cost of obligations covered in this Directive should be shared 
under a universal service financing scheme; 
6.  Whereas provision of  directory services is a competitive activity; whereas European 
Parliament and Council Directive 95/46/EC of24 October 1995 on the protection of 
·individuals with regard to the processing of  personal data and on the free movement 
ofsuch data.regulates the processing of personal data13;  whereas progress has been 
made in the Community on a proposal for a Directive on the protection of personal 
data arid  privacy in  the  telecommunication~ sector which will give subscribers the 
right to be omitted,_  or to have  certain data omitted,  from  a printed or electronic 
directory at his or her request14;  whereas users and consumers desire comprehensive 
directories and directory enquiry service covering all listed telephone s_ubscribers and 
their numbers (including fixed,  mobile and  personal' telephone numbers);  whereas 
the  situation  whereby  .certain  telephone  directories  and  directory  services  are 
provided in a manner that is perceived to be free of  charge to the user is not affected · 
by this Directive; 
13  OJ L281, 23.11.1995, p.31. 
14  Common Position(EC) No  /96 adopted by the Council on [date] With a view to adopting Directive 96/ .. IEC of 
the European Parliament and the Council concerning the processing of  personal data imd protection of  privacy in 
the telecommunications sector, in particular in the Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) and in digital 
mobile networks ·  .  '  . 
26 · · ·  · ·  ~7.  Whereas Council Decision of  29 July 1991  on the introduction of a  si~gle European 
emergency call number  Is called for Member States to ensure that no later·"than  31 
.  .  .  -
\  .· December 1996 the riumber <112> is introduced in public telephone networks. as the. · 
·sirigle Euro~~an emergency ·c~ number;  whereas it is important that users are able·· 
to  cail  emergency  telephone . numbers,  and  in  particular  the  single  European 
' emergency call number <112>, free of charge from any telephone; including public 
pay~telephories, without the use of  coins or cards; 
.  . 
.  .  . 
. 8.  · ·Whereas  quality and  price  are  key  factors. in  a  competitive  market,. and  national 
· reguJatory authorities should be able to monitor achieved  q~ality of service. and take 
.  '  ' 
'  appropriate corrective measures where necessary;  whereas these powers .are without 
·prejudice  to  the  application  of· competition  law  by  national  and  Community  . 
authorities; 
9.  Whereas conditions on the access to and. use of fixed  public telephone networks or 
'  . 
publiCly  available  telephone  services  may be  imposed  exceptionally  by  a Member 
States  on  the  grounds of essential  requirements;.  whereas  national  regulatory 
authorities may authorise procedures whereby an organisation can act immediately to 
.  .  .  ~ 
restrict  access,  in· particular  in  the  case  of fraud;  whereas,  except _in  cases  of 
persistent late payment or non payment' of  bills,  co~sumers should be protected from 
. immediate disconnection from the network on the grounds of an unpaid bill,  and  i~ 
particular in the case of disputes over high bills for  prenlium rate serVices,  should 
continue· to have  access  to  essenti<~J telephone· services  pending  resolution  of the 
dispute; 
15  OJ L 217,06.08.1991, p.31. 
27 10:  Wher~as  .. the facilities of  tone dialling and itemised billing are normally available on 
. modem teieph~ne exchanges and can therefore be provided inexpensively-once. old 
exchanges  are modernised  or new  exchanges  installed;  whereas  tone  dialling  ~s 
.  .  ..  - .  .  .  :.  -_  . .  . 
i~creasingly beitlg used for .  interaction with special. services and £'acilities,  including  · 
.  - .  .·  .  .  .  . 
.  7  •  ....: 
.  value 'added services,  and. lack of  this facility  can prevent users accessing .  certaiJi_ 
seivi~~s; · .  whereas itenused billing  ~d  selectiye call barring are valuable  ~eat1s  for 
users. to control  and mo.nitor  th~ir ·usage of telephone networks; . whereas progress 
.  .  . 
has b~en made in the Commuriity on a proposal for a Directive on ·the protection of 
personal data. and privacy in the telecommunications sector which Will  safeguard the 
privacy of users  with  regard  to·  it~mised billing;·  whereas  harmonised _technical 
interface  standards  have  been  drawn  up  by  the  European  standardisation 
.  /  - . 
. organisations for access to the Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN} at what 
is known as the SIT reference point; 
11.  whereas certain prior obligations concerning tariffs and cost accounting systems will 
.  . 
no  longer be appropriate once competition is introduced, and  others can be relaxed 
by the competent national· regulatory authority as  soon as  competition achieves the 
.  .  . 
desired objectives;  whereas in all  cases the non-discrimination requireJllents of the 
competition rul~s of  the Treaty apply; 
12.  Whereas· issues related to the level  of affordability,  the  quality  of service  and  the 
future scope of  the universal service should be the subject of  consultation at national 
level and at the European level with all interested parties; whereas such consultation 
requires  that .  adequ11te  inforniation. about  th~ level,· quality  and  affordability  of 
universal  service  is  available;  whereas  disabled  users  should  wherever  possible 
28 ...  Y~!~~~~~¥lff~j~Jj.r,l·  ... · .· .  .  ·  · 
coinpated.',to} qtherhisers in terms of  their 
····· .. ~  .: .  .;,:~;.{:::i}··D?J.:·;y:}· .. _·  ··- . 
..  it~·::·~~;:~~:-t"{~l~,~.~~l :l~  ·>.
1  ~ 
.  .  .  . .  .  . .·.  ·: ..  :'·;:'j)J)$~;;~;;·;~.··'.;:,:··:  .. · . ; . •  .·.  ·.;  .·  . ·-.  ·.  ·•  .  ,;i'/'•'/:,·o· 
·to. be:able to~monitot;~ff¢.¢ti~ely  t.1icfa,pp~cati9n of  this.;;.:;;:;.\':~;(~\'./.;:\;(;; 
····.), 
. ··, .. 
•ge~cu.'f.e;•;·.C:UJU\JI::.4:4!1'::'.tj',~;~~,~:~.~~  .•.  n~·  to ·kno~  ~~~~t~~~~~.tin;b~d  ~o~~o2~\~:~;~tJ1~·~I 
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i  )if,: ;, i  '·  •. ' •  ·  '~ii:.ergeD~ of ti;feillmil.  ~bbJ~\eig~hone.  ~e~~;;;;(  <·  :  /J\f 
,::  .. ·:  .. ... ·  .. 
.-.·  .. 
....  ~  .. 
. > .'the 'nkecti~e .  with .  respect to .  mobile .  seriri~ris'.sh~~ld  b~; re- . 
.  ,.  ·...  .  .\  .  '  .·  ..  :.·  ...  ·  ..  ;_' 
-·.·.  e~·arri"iried when~theDirective is reViewed;  whereas the review date of 31  December 
. ·1999.\Yill  ~~~--(qr.a-~ordiilateireview of  ail·th~ ONP Directives'in the light of •.. · 
.  experience with;the liberalisation .·of public  telecomm~nications  .  networks and voice 
. ·te~ephony services; 
15.  Whereas the essential  go~ls of  ensuring universal service forteiecommuni.cation.s for 
•  •  •  •  •  '  I 
.  all European users and  of  harmonising  conditions for access  to and  use. of fixed . 
··  public .  telephone' netw~rks and  publi~ly  available  telephone ·  services~  cannot  be 




'  .  .  . 
'· .. 
'  .•  '  CHAPTER l.  SCOPE, AIM: AND DEFINITIONS 
Article 1 
. Scope and  aim  . 
. 1.  This Directive concerns the harmonisation of conditions for open and efficient 
access to and  use of fixed. public telephone networks  and  publicly  available 
telephone  services  in  an  environment  of. open  and· competitive  markets; in 
accordance with the principles of  open network provision (ONP). 
The aims  are to  ensure  the  availability  throughout the Community o£ good 
quality telephone services,  and to ensure that all users, ·  includin~ ~onsumers, 
have access to a defined set of  telephone services at affordable prices. 
· 2.  This Directive replaces Directive 95/62/EC. 
Article 2 
Definitions 
1.  The definitions given in Directive 90/387/EEC shall apply,  where relevant, to 
this Directive. 
~ 30 '  '  -
2.  For. the purpose~ of  this Directive:· 
"users"  means  individuals,  including  consumers,  or  organisations 




11  means  any  natural  person  who  uses  a  fixed  public . 
telephone network or publicly available telephone servi~e foq>urposes 
which are outside his or her trade, business or profession. 
·  .. ·"flied public telephone network
11 
. means those elements of  ~he' public. 
switched  telecommu'mcations. network ·which  ~e used,  in  all. or in 
;  .. '  .  .  . 
part,  for the  provisi~n of voice· tel~phony service between network ...  .  . .  ' 
termination pom.ts which are at fixed locations; 
·"public· pay-telephone"  means  a  telephone  available  to  the  general 
public,  for·  the  use  of whi~h- the  means.· of payment  are  coins, 
credit/debit cards and/or pre-payment catds  . 
. "publicly available telephone service" means a service made available 
to telephone users  over a connection to. the fixed  public telephone 
network,  which includes  the ayailability of the facilities  specified in 
this Directive 
"universal  service••  means  a  defined  minimum  set  of services  of 
.  •.  . ~ 
specified quality which is  available  to all  users  independent .  of their 
g~ographicallocation and,  in the light of specific national conditions, 
at an affordable price. 
' 
"national  regulatory  authority"  means  the  body  or  bodies .  in  each 
Member State,  entrusted by  that Member State,  inter alia,  with the 
regulatory functions addressed in this Directive; 
"ONP  Committee"  means the Committee created by  Article 9(1)  of 
Directive 90/387/EEC; 
32 "o~gahlsation with significant  m~ket  pow~ri• means  an· o~ganisation 
pro\1d~g fixed  public telephone  networks. and/or publicly- available  . 
telephone services irt  a Member State which has been designat~d by 
the: na~onal  ~egulatocy  auth~rity in. that Member. State  as  having 
,  .  .  .  . 
.·..  ..  .......  ; 
sigPificant m,arket  p~wer  and notified to the Conimission.  .  . 
.  An  organisa~ion shall·be· presumed to have sigruftcant market power·. 
when it has .  a share of 25% .  or more of the relevant voice telephony· 
.. market  ifl a Member State. 
National  regulatory. authorities  may  determine  that  an  organisation 
.  .  . 
.  with a market share of less than 25% in the relevant voice telephony · 
market has significant market power:  They may also determine that . 
~  .  . 
· an organisation with a market share of  more than 2S% in the relevant 
.  . 
voice telephony market does not ·have  significant market power.  In 
either ·  ·  case,  the  determination · · shall  take ·  into  account  the 
organisation's  ability ·to: influence  market  con_ditions,.  its ·tUrnover 
relative to the size of  the market, its. control of  the means of  access to  - .  .  ·;  '. 
'  - .; 
end-users, its  access to financial  resources~ .  its  experience proViding 
products arid services in the mru:ket. 
CHAPTER IT.  PROVISION OF A DEFINE;:D SET OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES 
. Article 3 
Avat{ability oftelecommunications services 
-33 
.. :' 
.  .  -~ 
,· 
.;· L  Member States shall  ensure throughout their. tegitor}r the availability of the 
services set out in this Chapter . 
Where  these  services  cannot  be·  comniercially  provided  on  the  basis  of 
conditions  ~aid  down  by  the- Member  ~tate, .  Member  States  may  set ·up-
-
universal  service  schemes  for  the ·  shared  financing  of these  services, ·· in 
conformity with -communicy law. 
Article 4 
'·  Affordability. 
1. ·  Member· States  shall  ensure?  in  the  light  of their  national  conditions,  the 
affordability of  the services speCified in this Chapter. 
Taking  into  account  the  progressive  adjustment  of tariffs  towards  costs, 
Member  States  shall  in  particular maintain  the  affordability  of the  specified 
services  for  users  in  runil  or high  cost  areas,  where  necessary  by  taking 
measures  to . ~nsure that- price ·  increases  in  rural  areas  are  ~OJ  used to 
compensate losses in r:evenue resulting from price decreases elsewnere, and for 
vulnerable groups of users such  as  the elderly, _those· with disabilities,  those 
who do not use the telephone very much. 
To this end, Member States shall remove obligations which prevent or restrict 
the use of special or targetted tariff schemes for the provision of the services.  - .  . 
specified  in  this  Directive  and  may,  in  accordance  with  Community ·law, 
implement'price caps or other similar schemes -~or some mall of  ~he specified 
services, for a. appropriate period of  time. 
34 Member States shall publish the rules and criteria.for ensuring affordability at 
the national level, taking into aCCQUnt the consultation called for in Article 24  . 
.. 
2.  Member States shall publish regular reports ori the evolution of  tariffs. 
'  I. 
ArticleS  .. 
Provision of  network connections and  access to telephone services 
1.  Member States· shall ensure that all  reasonable requests for connection. to the 
fixed  public · telephone  network  and  access  to  publicly  available  telephone 
services, ·at a fixed location1 are met. 
.  . 
-
·The connection provided shall allow users to make  and  receive national  and 
international calls, supporting speech, facsimile and/or data communications. 
2.  Where,  taking  into  account the · revenues  generated  as  a  result  of that 
. ., 
· connection,. the network provider states that  the user concemech>an only be 
served at  a loss  or under cost conditions falling  outside normal  commercial 
standards,  the  .net  cost  of serving  that  user  may  be  shared  with  other 




1.  Subject  to  the  requirements  of relevant .legislation  on  the  protection  of. 
personal data and privacy,  such as Directive 95/46/EC, Member States shall 
.. 
ensure that: 
(a)  ·subscribers· have  the  right  to  have  an. entry  in  publicly  available 
. 'directories, and to verify and if necessary correct or request remov~ 
of  that e~try; 
(b)  directories of  all subscribers who consent to be listed; including fixed · 
and personal numbers,  are  available to users in printed  and where 
I 
. appropriate,  electronic form, and up~ated on a regular basis; . 
(c)  directory enquiry services covering all listed subscribers numbers are 
available to all users, including users of  public-pay-telephones. 
2.  · In order to ensure provision of the services  in  paragraph 2,  Member States 
shall ensure that  all organizations who assiin teiephone numbers to subscribers 
make available  on request the relevant  information  in  an  agreed  format  on 
terms which are fair, reasonable ahd non-discriminatory; 
3.  Member  States  shall  ensure  that.  organisations  providing. the  service  m 
paragraph 2 follow the principle of non discrimination in their treatment and 
presentation of  information provided to them. 
4.  Where a Member State pnds that no organisation is willing_to .make telephone 
directories publicly  available,  or to  provide  directory  enquiry  services "to  all 
telephone  users  including  users  of public  pay  telephones,  the  net  cost  of 
providing these services. may  he  shared  amongst  all  organisations  pro~iding 
.  .  '  . 
publicly available voice telephony services under a universal  servi~e financing . 
scheme, in accordance with Community law. 
.  36 
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··.Article 7 
. ·Public pay-telephones 
1.  . Member States shall ensure that public  pay telephones  are provided to meet  .  '.  ~  . 
the reasonable .needs  of· users,  in ·terms. of both .  numbers  and  g~ogtaplllcal . 
coverage. 
2.  Member States shall_ ensure that it is  possible to make emergency cajls from  · 
public pay-telephones using  the  ~ingle ,European emergency call number'll2' 
.  .  .  . 
referred to in Decision 91/396/EEC,"and other national emergency numbers, all 
I  .  - .  . 
.  free of  cha,rge .. 
3.  Where a Member State finds  that certain public  p~y  ·telephones can only be 
served  at a loss  or under cost conditions  falling  outside normal comme~cial 
:  \ 
standards,  the net cost of  providing those public pay telephones may be shared 
.  . 
amongst·. all  o'rganisatioris  providing  public  telecommunications  .  networks 
. and/or publicly  available  voice telephony services  tinder  a ,universal  service 
·financing scheme, in accordance with Gommunity law, 
•  • 
Articles 
Specific ~easuresfordisabled  users_ and users 1~ith special needs 
Member  States  shall,  where  appropriate,. take  specific  me~sures to  ensure 
access to and affordability of  tel~phone services for  disabled users and zisers 
with special needs. 
37. 
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CHAPTER m.  GENERAL  PROVISIONS  CONCE~G FIXED  PUBLIC 




... '  .. ~ .: . :  .  :: .  .  . 
·.Connection of  terminal equipment and  use ofthe network 
.  .  .""  .  .  .  .  ;-· 
Member States shall  ensure that all users provided with ·a·  connectio~ to the 
· fixed public telephone network can: 
(a)  conrtect  and  u.se  terminal  equipme!lt  suitaple  for  the  connection 
provided, _in accordance With national and Community la~; 
(b)  access operator assistance services,  and- directory enquiry services  i~ 
accordance with Article 6;  .. 
(c)  access Emergency Services at no charge,  using the diallirig code '112'  _ 
and  any  other . dialling  codes  specified  by  national . regulatory 
authorities. for use at a ~ationallevel. 
All  connections  to  the  fixed  public_- telephone  rietwork  installeei  after  1st 
Jaimary.l998.should be of a quality that supports, in addition to speech, data 
communications at rates suitable for access to online information services, ·  ie 




•  "-i:• 
,.· 
....  :·:· 1. ·  National regulatory.authorities shall ensure that organisations providing  a~cess 
to fixed  public. teiephone  networks  provide-a  contract  which  .speCifies -the •  .  .  .  . 
2. 
service and se~ce  qualitY levels to be provided; and tlie compensation and/or ' ·  _-
'refund arrangements for users that apply if  the contracted service quality levels  ·:  : . 
are not met.  Contracts· shall contain a ·summary of  t~e method of initiating.·. 
procedur~s  for the settlement of  disputes iri ~CC()rdance with Article 26. 
Without  prejudic~ to  other rights  of appeal  provided  for ·by  national  hiw,. 
.  .  '  ., 
.  .  .  .  .  . 
. Member States  shall_ ensure that users,  and  where national  law  so  provides, 
orgacizations representing user and/pr co~sumer  interests; can biing before the 
national  regulatory  authority  cases  where  compensation  and/or  refund 
arrangements are deemed to be unsatisfactory for users. . 
National  regulatory authorities  shall  be  able  to require the  alteration of the 
conditions of contracts referred to in  paragraph l, and  the conditions of  any 
compensation and/or refund schemes used. 
Article 11 
Publication of  and access to information 
- ' 
1.  Member  States  shall  ensure . that  all  organisations -proyiding  fixed  public 
telephone: networks or  publi~Iy available  telep~one services  publish adequate 
and up-to-date information on access to and use ofthe fixed public telephone 
,_  .  '  '  . 
, networks and/or  publicly  availabl~ telephon7 services.  In particular,  national · 
regUlatory  authorities  shall  ensure  that  tariffs  are  presented  clearly  and 
accurately. 
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2.  · .;'~National regulatory authorities shall ensure  tha~·.·o~ganisations providing fixed 
.  :.publi~ .  telephone  networks provide .  the~ with ;detruls . of technical interface 
.  '  ' 
. specifications for network access, as identified in Annex n, part 1' to_ be made  ·.  "  .  .  .·  .  .  .  . 
availiQle  in  accordance  wi~h paragraph  4:  . ·changes  in  exi.sting  network 
.  .  .  .  ~·.  -
-.  .  ....  · 
interface  speeificatio~s  and  infomiation :  ·_  on  new .  networJc · inte]:face :. 
' specifications  sh~ll· be  communicated  to _the  nationai regulat~ry aUth()rity. in  .·· 
adva~ce of  implem~tation  ..  The na~ional regulatory authority may lay doWn a··  •• 
suitable period,of notice. 
3.  Where· and for as long as  t~_e provision of  public telecommunications networks· 
and  publicly  available  voice  telephony  services  are  subject  to  special ' or 
exclusive right.s in a Member State, national regulatory.authorities shall ensure 
' 
that adequate and  up~to-date information  on access to and  use ofthe fixed 
public  telepho~e  networks  and  publicly  available  telephone.  seivi_ces . is 
published  according to the list  of headings  given  in. Annex II, ·part 2  in  the 
manner laid down in paragraph 4  0 
4.  National  regulatory  authorities  shall· ensure  that  the  information  ts  made 
- .; 
available  in. an·  appropriate  manner  in  order to  provide  easy acc..ess  to that 
·information for  interested· parties. .  Ref~ren<?e shall  be  made  in  the national 
.. 
Official Gazette of the Member State concerned to the manner in  which this 
information is published. 
_  5.  National regulatory authorities shall notify to the Commission no  later than  I 
July 19_97  the manner in which the information referred to in paragraph 2 and 
3 is  rhade  available.  The Commission  shall  regularly  publish  a  reference to 
such_ notifications in the 'Official Journal of the European Communities.  Any 
changes shall be immediately notified. 
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Article 12 
Quality of  service ·  · 
..  .  .  . 
1.  · Member St~tes shall take the necessaiy steps to ensure quality of  the services 
identified in this Directive. In particuiar~ they may set -performance .  targets. in 
the authbrisationsthat a:eply to organisations 'providing fixed public telephone: 
·networks ~d!or  publicly_available telephone_servi~es. 
· In. the case  of organisations  who.·n~tain special  or exclusive  rights  for  the 
provision of  fixed public telecommunications networks and/or voice telephony 
--
services, Member States shall  ensur~. that targets are set and published· for· the  . 
relevant parameters lai? down in Annex III, in accordance with Article 11(4)  .. 
2.  National regulatory authorities shall ensure that organisations who have been 
.·providing fixed  public telephone networks ancilor publicly avaiiable telephone 
servic'es ' for  more- than '18 . months  start  to .  keep  up-to-date .  info~~tion 
conc~rning  their  performance  based · on  the  ·parameters,  definitions·  and 
- .; 
measurement  methods  laid  down  in  Annex  III.  This  information  shall  be 
·provided to the national regulatory ·authority on request. 
.  .  .  .  .  .  . 
3.  Where appropriate; and in particular as a result of consultation with interested 
p~rties.  in  accordance with  the  provisions  of Article  24,  national  regulatory 
authorities  shall  en~ure publication  of th~ performance  data  referred  to  in 
~  . 
. paragraph 1, and may set performal)ce targets for organisations prqviding fixed . 
pub_l~c .telephone networks and/or publicly available telephone services where 
these do_not e'?st already, in accordance with Article 11(4).-· 
41- 42 .,,  ,.  ·" 
... 
:Persi~tent fwture of an organisation to rn.~et performance targets may result iri 
... ,.;:'specific  measures being taken in  accordan~.  with conditions  set out in the 
.  ·.  ~ .  '  .  .  .  .  .  . 
..  '.·relevant authorisation for that organisation.' 
•..  ·  !  ·...  '  ~  .. 
4. ·  ·  Na~ional regi:ilatory ·authorities .  shall  have·  th~. right  to call .  for  independent ·  · , 
aud_its  of the  performance  data  in  order  to  ensure  the  accuracy  and 
.  .  . 
comparability of the data ~ad~ av8ilable- by  the organisations referred to 1n 
.  .  .  .  .  .  ~  .  .  .· 
paragraph 1. 
·.Article 13 
Conditions of  access and use and essent{al requirements 
1.  National regulatory authorities shall have procedures in order to decide, on a 
case-by-case basis and in the shortest possible time period, whether or not to 
allow organizations providing fixed  public telephone networks and/or publicly 
available. telephone seivices to take measures  such  as  the refusal· to provide 
acc.~ss to the fixed public telephone network or the interruption or reduction in 
availability of  service, for reasons of  a user's alleged' failure to comply with the 
conditions of  use.  These procedures may also ·provide for the po~si,pility of  the 
n'ational  regulatory  authority  authorizing a  priori specified  measures  in the 
event of  defined infringements of  the conditions of  use, in particular fraudulent 
use. 
The national regulatory authority shall  ensure that these procedures provide 
for a transparept decision-making process in which due respect is given to the 
rights of the parties.  The decision shall be taken after 'both parties have been 
given  the  opportunity  to ·. state  their  case.  The  decision  shall  be  duly 
substantiated and notified to the parties within one week of  its adoption. 
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._  ... A suffiniaiy :of these procedures shall be published in the manrier laid down in 
Article -~~l(  4}.  .  ·. · 
. .,  .· 
. .  .  .  . 
· This _proVision  sh~ll not prejudice th~ rights of the parties concerned to apply 
/ .  to the courts. 
2.  Member  States  shall  ensure  that, · when  access  to  or use .  of fixed  public 
.. telephone networks and/or publicly available telephone services is restricted on 
the basis  of essential  requirements~ the relevant  national  provisions· identifY , 
which of  the ess(mtia1 requirements set out in (a) to (e) below are the basis of 
such restrictidns. 
· These restrictions  shall be imposed through regulatory means which can be 
· c challenged in court, imd shall be published in· the manner laid down in Article 
11(4). 
~  Without  prejudice  to  action  which  may  be  taken  m  accordance  with 
Articles 3(5)  and 5(3)  of Directive 90/387/EEC,  the  following  esse.ntial 
requirements shall  apply to the fixed  public  telephone  network  and- publicly 
available telephone services in the following manner:. 
.  .; 
(a)  Security of  network operations 
,  Member  States  shall  take  all  necessary  steps  to  ensure  that  the · 
availability of fixed  public telephone networks and  publicly available 
telephone services is maintained  in the event of catastrophic network . 
breakdown or in  cases  of  force  majeure,  such  a_s  extreme weather, 
earthquakes, flood, lightning or fire:. 
44 ..  . 1;.  ·~ .  .  . 
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·.  (.':<::-::··:::·In the event of  the circumstances referred to in the first subparagraph, 
:' ·::·/\.,'·  :·~he bodies  concerned  shall m8ke. _every ·endeavo':lr  to maimain  the·. 
:·.  · highest · level  of service  to  meet  any  priorities  laid  down by the 
.  . .  :  ·'  . .  :  ;  .. ':  ... ...  -~·  .  ; 
' .  competent authorities  .. 
.  '  . 
.  • .  •  .  •  •  .  .  I  ' .  . 
National regulatory authorities shall  ensure that any  restrictions .  ~n 
access· to· and. use·  of the· fiXed  public  telephone  network  on the· 
.•  .  -
iround~ of .the  security  of networks  are  proportionate  and  non-.  · 
discriminatory,  and  are  based  on  objective  criteria  identified  in 
advance. 
·(b)  Maintenance of  network integrity 
Member  States  shall  take . all  necessary  steps  to  ensure  that  the · 
I 
· integrity of fixed  public telephone networks is  maintained. - National 
regulatory authorities shall  ensure that restrictions ori  access to arid 
use  of the  fixed  public  telephone  network  on  the  grounds  of 
maintenance  of network  integrity, . in  order  to  protect inter .  alia 
network equipment, software or stored data, are kept to  _t~e minimum 
necessary  to  provide  for  normal  operation  of the  network.  Such 
restrictions  shall  be  non~discriminatory, and  be  based  on  objective 
criteria identified in advance. 
(c)  fnteroperability of  services 
When  · terminal  equipment  is  operating·  in  · compliance  with 
Directive 91/263/EEC, no further restrictions onuse shall be imposed 
on the grounds of  interoperability of  services. 
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(d)  Protection of  data 
Conditions on access to and. use .of fixed  public telephone networks 
.  . 
.andlqr publicly available telephone serVices· based on the grounds·of 
protection of data may be imposed only. in  '!-cco~dance with. relevant 
legishttion on the protection or personal  data and  privacy,  such  as · 
Directive 95/46/EC. 
(e)  . · Effective use of  the frequency spectrum. 
.  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .  . 
Member States shall take all  necessary •  steps to ensure the effective 
use  of· the  frequency  spectrum  and  the  avoidance  of_  harmful 
interference between radio-based systems that  could restrict or limit 
access  to  or use  of fixed  .public  telephone  networks  and  publicly 
available telephone. services. 
3.  . Where and for as  long as  Member States maintain special or exclusive rights 
for the prpvision of public  telecomrnurticatio~s networks and voice telephony 
seivices, conditions imposed on users on the basis of  such special or excl':lsive 
.  .  ~ 
rights shall be imposed through regulatory means  and with the agreement of  - . 
the ·national regulatory authority. 
CHAPTER IV.  SPECIFIC PROVISIONS CONCERNING PUBLIC TELEPHONE. 
NETWORKS ANI) PUBLICLY AVAILABLE TELEPHONE SERVICES 
46 -·  Article I4 
.  Itemized billing,  ton~ dialling and selective call ba"ing 
.  I.  Member States shall ensure that all  organisations providing pul>licly available 
· telephone  services  over fixed  public  telephone networks  make  available,  as . 
early as possible, the facilities .of: 
tone dialling 
- itemized billing and selective calt' barring a~  facilitie~ available· on· request. 
Tone di~ing and  s~lective call barring are specified in Annex  I~ part I . 
.  National regulatory authorities shall·.ensure that these facilities  are offered to 
most telephone users before 3I December 1998,  and are generally available 
before 31 December 2002. 
.  2. ·  Subject  to  the  requirements  of  ~elevant  legislation  on  the ·protection  of 
personal  data and  privacy,  such  as  Directive  95/46/EC,  itemized  biils  shall 
show a sufficient level of  detail to allow verification and control of  the charges 
incurred in usingthefixed public telephone network and/or publicly available 
.  - - ., 
telephone services. 
A basic level of  itemised billing shall be available at no extra charge to the user. 
.  -
Where  appropriate,  additional  levels  of detail  rriay  be  offered  to  users  at 
reasonable tariffs  ..  Nationalreguhitory authorities may lay down the basic level 
of  itemised bill. 
Calls to helplines which are free of  charge to the caller shall not be identified in 
the caller's itemized bilL 
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Article 15 
Provision of  additional  facilities 
-. 
··1.  Nation~ regulatory authorities shan ensure that organisations with significant  • 
market . power · in . the.  provision  of telephone · services  over  fixed  public 
.·. telephone  networks  provide,  subject  to  technical  feasibility  'and  eCOiiomi~  . 
viability,. the facilities listed in Annex I, part 2. · 
2.  . National  r~gulatocy authorities shall facilitate. and encourage provision of the 
services  and· facilities  listed  in· Annex_  I  part  3,  m  compliance  with  the 
competition rules of  the Treaty. 
3.  · National regtilatory authorities shall ensure that dates for the introduction· or 
the facilities listed in Annex I part i  are set,  taking into account the state of 
.  .  '  -
network development, market demand and  progress with  stand~rdization, and ·· 
are published in the manner laid down in'Article 11(4). 
Article 16 
Special network access 
1.  National  regulatory  authorities  shall  ensure  that  the  organisations  ·with 
significant market power in the provision of fixed  public telephone networks 
deal  with  reasonable  requests  from  organisations  providing 
telecomrriunications services for access to the fixed  public telephone network 
at network termination  points  other  than  the  commonly  provided  network 
termination points referred to in Annex II, part 1. 
48 2.  . The organisation making such a· request shall be  granted the opportunity to pu~ . 
3. 
its case to the national regulatory authority before. a final decisi<?n is  taken to' 
restrict or deny acces-s in response to a particular request. 
Where a request f()r speci8I network access  i~ denied, the organisation maki~g 
-·the request sho_uld be given a prompt and justified explanation as to why the 
.  request has been refused. 
Technical aJ1d ·commercial arrangements for special network access shall be· a 
matter for agreement between the parties involved, subject to intervention by 
the national regulatory authority as laid _down in paragraphs 2,  4 and 5. ·.The 
agreement may include reimbursement to the organization of  its costs incurred ·  .. 
inter alia in providing the n~twork access requested;  these charges shall fully 
respect  the.  principles  · of  crist  orientation  set · out  in  Annex  II  to 
Directive 90/3 87/EC. 
4.  National regulatory authorities may intervene on their- own initiative at any 
time, and shall do so if  requested by either party, in order to set conditions that · 
are non discriniinatory,  are fair  and reasonable for both parties_ !lllS:i  offer the 
greatest benef:jt to all users. 
5.  National regulatory authorities shall  also have the right,  in the interest' of all 
users, to ensure that the agreements include conditions that meet the criteria' 
set out in  paragraph 4,  are  ~ntered into and implemented in an  efficient and· 
timely manner and include conditions on conformity with relevant  standards, 
compliance with. essential requirements and/or the maintenance of en.d-to-end 
quality: 
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:.  _: 6.  Conditions  · set  by.· national  -_  regulatory  authqrities . m  . accordance  with, 
.  . 
paragraph _5  sh~ll_be.published inthe manner laid down in Article 11(4}.  _ · 
_  7.- National regulatory atlthoritiesshall ensure that ·org~tionswith significant  · 
. ,. 
market  power  referred  to  in  paragraph  1 adhere  io the  principle  of non-
.·  discriinination wheri they make use ofth~  fixed public telephone netwo~k, and  ·. 
'  . . .  ~  . 
'  t  ·- • 
in  particular use any  form  of speCial network  ~ccess, for  providing-publicly 
· available tel~communications services. 
8.  Where  appropriate,' the  Commission  shall,  m  consultation  with  the  ONP 
Committee, acting in accordance withthe procedure hiid  down In  Article 29, 
~  .  -
request  ETSI  to  draw  up  standards  for' new  types of .network  access. 
.  ---- . 
.  Reference to such  standards· shall be published in  the Official Journal of the 
European Commumties.in accordance with Article 5 of  Directive 90/387/EEC. · 
9.  Details ofagreements for special network access shall be made available to the 
n~tional regulatory authority.upon its request:·.· 
- .; -
Article_17 
.. Tariff  principles 
1. ·  Without  prejudice  to  the  specific  provtstons  of Article  4  in  relation .  to · 
affordability,  n~tional regulatory aut~orities shall ensure that organisations with 
·sigruficant  market power for the provision of  voice telephony  serVices  over 
fixed public telephone-networks CO!llply with the provisions of  this  Article.· 
2.  . Tariffs for  use o(  the fixed  public  telepho~e rietwork and  p~blicly available · 
-telephone se~ces  shall follow the basic principles of  cost orientation set out in 
50 .  . 
Annex II to Directive 90/387/EC.  In ·particular; the facilities  referred  to in 
ArtiCle 14 of~his  Directi~e shall be proVided at-affordable prices·: · 
:  .  "  .  '  :  .  ., 
·  3.  Tariffs.for access to and  us~ of the fixed  public telephone network shall  be 
4. 
indepen4ent of  the type of application which the .users implement, .  except· to 
· ~ the extent  that they require different services or facilities. 
Tariffs for· facilities additional to the provision of  connection t() the fixed public 
t~lephone  network  and  publicly  available  telephone.  services . ·  shall,  in 
.  .  - . 
accordance with Community law, be  ~uffiCitmtly unbundled, so that t~e  ~ser is  · 
not  required  to pay  for  facilities  which  are . not  necessary  for  the· service 
requested. 
.  . 5.  Tariff changes shall  be· implemented  only  after an  appropriate. public  notiCe 
'.'  't.o  • 
period, set by the national regulatory authority, has been ob~erved. 
6.  .  A Member State Il1ay  authorise its national· regulatory authority not to apply 
the requirements of paragraphs  2,  3, 4  or· 5 in a specific  geographical  area 
.  :  .  .  . 
•  +  •  - • 
where it is satisfied that there is effective competition in the relevant telephone 
services. market. 
.Article 18 
Cost ac.counting principles 
1.  Member States shall. ensure that, where an organisation has an obligation for· 
.·its tariffs to follow the principle of  cost orientation in accordance with Article 
17,  th~· cost accounting systems operated by such 'organizations are suitable 
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•'', for the implementation, of  Article 17 and that compliance with such systems are 
. . verified  by  a competent body which is  independent of those  ~rg~ations. 
National  regulatory··. authorities  shall  ensure  that··a  statement  concerning 
compliance i~ publish~d annually. 
2.  National regulatory  authorities  shall  ensure  that  a  description· of the  cost 
. accounting system referred to in  paragraph 1, showing the main categories . 
und~r  which costs are gathered and the rules used for the _allocation of  costs to 
.  .  '  .  . 
·the voice  telephone  service~ is  made  available  to  it  on request.  National 
regulatory  auth~ritles shall submit to the Commission on request information 
.  - . 
on  the cost accounting -systems applied by the organizations concerned. 
.  - .  . 
3.  Where and· asJong as the provision ofpublic telecommunications networks and 
· voice telephony, services are subject to special or exClusive  right~ in a Member 
State,  the system referred to in paragraph 1_ shall, without prej]Jdice to the last . 
subparagraphofthis paragraph, include the following elements: 
. -(a)  the costs ofthe voice telephony service shall in particular include the 
direct  costs·  incu.rred  by  the  telecommunications  or&aQizations  in 
setting up,  operatingand maintaining the voice telephonyservice and 
in marketing and billing the service. 
(b)  common  costs,  that _is  costs  which  cannot  be  directly· assigned  to 
either the voice telephony service or other.activities, shall be allocated 
as follows: 
(i)  whenever possible;  common cost  catego~ies shall be  allocated on 
the basis of  direct analysis of  the origin of  the costs themselves; 
52 ... ·. 
(ii) wh~it  'direct analysis is not  pos~ibie,'·tommon· cost categori~s sha~l·· 
. ~  : . .  .  . .  . . .  ·.  -··  .  .  ·.  . 
· .be  allocated .on  the  b~is of  ari,jtuiir~t  ·linkage  to  anotlfer _cost 
.  categ~ry  _0~ group of  cost  categories· for~:which a direct a8sjgnme~t.  or  .•. 
.  .__  .  .  '·  '  ..  ·".' .  ...  .  .. 
..  . 
~ . '  ~.:...  .  .  ~ 
.. allocation · is  possible; . the · indirect  linkage  shall  . be · based  on ·  . 
.  . ,· 
comparable cost structures; 
·  ..... '.· 
(i~i)when neither direct norindir~  me~sures of  eost allocation can be . : .  . ._, 
.',  j 
foood~ the co~t ca!egory ·shall be. allocated on ·the basis of a general· . 
. allocator  computed  by using  the  ratio  of ~11  experig~s directly  ()f 
inairectly . assigned  or  allocated,- on  the  one  hand,  to·  the  voice 
telephony,service and, .on tht? other hand, to other services. 
Other cost accounting systems may  be  applie~ if they are  suitable  for  the 
... i~plementa'tion of  Article 17 and· have been approv~d as sudh by the national  . 
. regulatory authority for application by the telecommunications organizations, 
subject to the Comrrussion being informed prior to their application  . 
. 4.  Member  States  shall  ensur~ that ·the  financial  accounts  ~f all  organisations 
providing fixed public telephone networks and/or publicly  avail~~t;·telephone 
services are drawn up, 'subinitted to audit and published in accord~ce  with the  .  .  . 
pr~Visions . of national  arid  Community  ~legislation  applying  to corrimercial 
·  ~ndertakings.  Detailed accounting information shall be made available. to the 
national regulatory authority on its request·and in confidence. 
. -Article 19 
Discounts and other spec{al tariff  provisions 
53• 
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Member States :shall ensure that,  whe~e an··drgaclsation has an obligation for  · 
:  .  ~. 
its tariffs to follow·the principle of  cost orientation in aecordance witlf At1icle 
.  '.  ',  •  •  •  I  • 
· 17, discount  schemes for end users (including consWriei:s)  ~e  fully transparent 
:  '; ·  ... 
and  published-;  and· applied  in  acCordance.  with  the ..  principle  0~ non-: 
discrimination. 
·.\• 
National- regulatory authorities  may  require  s~ch discount  schemes to  be 
· modified or withdrawn.  · · 
Article 20 
· Specifications for network access, including the socket · 
1.  ·.·Standards  suitable  for  access  to  .. fixed·. public  telephone  networks  shall  be 
published in the ONP List of Standards referred to in_  Article 5 of Directive 
90/387/EC. 
2.  Where telephone services are supplied t~ l;!Sers over the ISDN network at the 
SIT reference point, national regulatory authorities· shali ensure that the ISDN 
- . ., 
network  termination  points  comply _  with  the  relevant · physical  interface · 
specifications, in particular those for the socket, referenced in the ONP List ·of 
.  Standards. 
Article 21 
Non-payment of  bills 
.- . -
Member  States  shall  authorize  · specifi~d  measures,  which  · shall  be 
·proportionate,  non-discriminatory and  published  in the  manner .laid  down in 
. _  .. - 54 
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: ..  •. 
.  f'  .' 
/·  ·.···  ·· .. ·'_..·. 
.  ·' 
· ::  ~icle  11(4),  to  cover non-paymenf of' telephone  bills· for  use of  the fixed 
·.  p~blic telephone network .. These  riie~llfes shall 'ensure that due w~ng  is  ..... · .,  .  .  ..  ,  . 
· ·  gi~~n.  to the Subscriber beforehand 'of  ~y.  ~nsequent  · serVice interruption or · · 
·: ..  :.;  .. ;  ·::  ~:  ·; .  . .  .  .  .  ..  .  .  .  .  . : . .  : :  .  . .  . 
·  'di~~nnection~ 
\  . 
··Except in cases  ..  qfpersi~tertt late or non payment,  th~~e-nie~ures.shall ensure, 
•  •  f  ••• ·,.  ••  •• 
! .• 
as far·as is tt(:hhically feasible,-'that any service inte~ption is eonfined io the  '· 
serVice  coneeined," and. that Complete  di~~nnection takes place only  afte~ a 
stated period during which  c~lls are permittedthat"do not iitctu;_ a charge to · 
that-subscriber. 
•  • 
55 .  - ,  ..  ' 
Article 22 
- .  . 
_.  ConditionS for the termination of  offerings 
1.  The proVi~ions ofthis artiCle shall apply where-and for as long as the provision 
.  .  - .  '.  : 
.  .  .  .  - .  .  .  .  .  . 
of public telecommunications networks and publicly_ a~ailabl_e voice'  telepho~y 
.  .  '  .  .  .  . 
services are subject to  s~eciai or  excl~sive rights in a Me~ber  State. 
2.  Natiortal  regulatory  authorities  shall  ensure  that  servtce  offerings  of 
organisations with such· special or· exch.1sive  rights continue for a reasonable 
period of  time a11d that temtination of an  om~ring, or a change that ·materially 
alters the use that can be made of  it, can be done only after consultation with 
users  affected  and  ari  appropriate  public  notice . period  set  by  the  national 
regulatory authority. 
-- 3.  Without  prejudice  to  other  rights  of appeal  provided for by  national  la~, 
Member States shall  ensure that users;  and  where national  law  so.  provides, 
organizations representing user and/or consumer interests, can bring before the 
national regulatory aut4ority cases where the ~sets affected do not  agree with 
the termination date as envisaged by the organization concerned. 
Article 23 
Variation of  published conditions . -
1.  The provisions of  this article shall- apply where and for- as long as the provision  -
of public telecommunications networks and  publicly available voice  ~elephony 
services are subject to special or exclusive rights in a  Member State. 
56 
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· ·  2.  ·  Where 1n  respons~·:to:·'a particular request ari organisation with such special or 
·  ..  exclusive rights conSiders It unreasonable to p~ovide a connection t~ the fixed 
.  '  .  . ...  :  ·  ...  ·.  . .  .  '  .  . 
• public telephone -netWork under its. publlshed tariffs and  supply conditions, it 
.  .··~·  .  .  ..  . 
. must seek the· a:ir:eerp.enL of the n.ation81  regulatory authority to vary those 
.  ·::· .:.  .  ~ 
conditions in that case~ 
'  .  .  ...  .  .. i'. 
. .; . 





:  .. '  •'  .·.  CHAPTER v. ·PR~~B~PROVI~IONS 
.'.  ·. 
• ..  · .  ~ ·  ...... :.  . ... 
Article 24 
.  .  . 
Consultation 
Member .. States  shall · ensure  consultation,  in  accordance . with  -national 
procedures,  with  the  represen~atives  .  of -organisations  providing  p~blic 
telecommunications· networks, of users, consumers, manufacturers and service 
.  providers on issues related to the scope, affordability and quality of  telephone. 
.  . 
services.  · Where  appropriate,  the  Cominission  shall  ensure  additional 
consu_ltation at the European level o~  these iss~es. 
Article 25 
Notification and reporting 
- ;;  . 
1.  Member States  ~hall notify-to the Co'mmission any changes in the4nformation 
which had to be published under Directive 95/62/EC.  The Commission shall 
publish this information in the Official Journal of  the European Communities. · 
2.  Member States shall also notify to the Commission: 
- · organisations  with  significant  market  power  for  the  purposes  of this 
Directive. 
- details  of situatiof1S  wht'?re  organizations  providing  fixed public telephone 
networks  arid/or  publicly  available  telephone  services  no·  longer  have  to 
58 .· .' ·. 
· foliow the principle of  cost orientation .of tariffs, in accordance with Article 
..  ·'  :·  17(6) 
· · '.The Commission may  r~uest national regUlatory authorities to provide their 
·.· reasons.for classifying or not classifying organisations in these two categories  . 
.  3..  ·Where a Member State maintains special·or exclusive rights for the. provision 
·of public  teleconlm.unicatiorts  networks  and  publicly  av~able  telephone 
seivices, national regulatory a.Utliorities shall keep available and ·submit to the 
. Commission ·o~ request details of individual cases brought bef~re· them,  othe~  . 
than those covered by Article 21, where access to· or use of the fixed  public 
'  . 
telephone network or voice telephony. service has  been· restricted or denied, 
including the measures taken  and their justification. 
Article 26 
·  Co1Jci/iation. and  nationaf·dispute resolution 
Without prejudice to: 
(a)  any action tha:t the Commission or any Member State may take pursuant to the 
Treaty; 
(b)  the rights of the person invoking the procedure in paragraphs 3 _and  4; of the 
organizations concerned or of  any other person under applicable national law, 
except insofar as  they enter into an agreement for  the resolution of disputes 
between them; 
59 ,··. 
'~  . . 
·.  (c)·  the provisions of Article 10(2) which_ allow the  nat~(:mal regulatory authorities 
.  to alter  the conditions of  subscriber contracts, 
... · the, followilig procedures. shall be available: 
< (1)  .  Member States shall ensure that ariy party,· including. for example users, service 
providers:.  co~sumers~ or other  organizations., having  an unresolved. dispute 
With an organization providing fixed public telephone networks and/or publicly 
avrulable  telephone  services  concerning  an  alleged  infringement  of  the. 
provisions  of this  Directive,  shall  have  a  right  of appeal_ to  the  nati~nal 
. regulatory authority or another independent body.  . Easily accessible  and· in 
_principle inexpensive procedures shall be available at a national level to resolve 
such disputes in a fair, transparent and timely manner.  These procedures shall 
in particular apply, in  cases where users  are in  dispute with an  organization 
.  .•  . 
about their telephone bills, or the temis apd conditions unqer which telephone 
service is provided. 
(2)  A user or an  organization may,  where the dispute  involves  organizations  in 
more than one Member State, invoke the conciliation procedure provided for 
'  . ., 
in  paragraphs  3  and  4  by  means  of a  written  notification  to  Tiie  national 
regulatory authority and to the Commission.  Member States may also  allow 
their national regulatory authority to invoke the conciliation procedure  . 
. (3)  Where the national regulatory authority or the Commission finds that there is a 
case for further examination, following a notification· based on paragraph 2, it 
.  .  .  '-
can refer the matter to the Chairman ofthe ONP Committee. 
60 (  4)  _  In the  cir~umstances referred  to  in  paragraph  3,  the  Chairman of  the ONP 
.  .  .  -
.Committee  shall  initiate  the  procedure  described  below if satisfied-that  al~ 
reasonable steps have been taken at national level: 
.  . 
(a)  the.· Chairman  of the  ONP  Committee- shall  convene  as  soon  as 
.  .  .  . 
possible a  working group including at least two members of  the ONP · 
.  ·..  .  '.  . 
Committee  and  one  ~epresentative,  of  the  national . regulatory 
.  .  . 
authorities concerned,·. and the Chairman of  t~e ONP  Committee or 
another official·of the Commission appointed by him.  The working  ..  · 
group shall be chaired by the representative of the· Commission and 
shall  normally meet within ten days of having  been. convened.  The 
· Chairman of  the working group may decide, upon proposal by any of 
the members of  the working group, to invite a maximum of  two other · 
persons as experts to advise it; 
(b)  the working group  shall give the party invoking  this  procedure, the 
national regulatory authorities of  the Member States involved and the 
organizations· involved  the  opportunity to  present  their  opinions  in 
oral or written form; 
(c)  the working group shall  endeavour to reach agreement between the 
parties  involved. within  three  months  of the  date of receipt  of the 
notification referred  to  in  paragraph 2.  The  Chairman of the ONP 
Committee  shall  inform  that  Committe_e  of  the  results  of  the 
procedure so that it may express its views. 
.  .  . 
(5)  The party invoking the procedure shall  bear its  own costs.of participating in 
this procedure. 
61 . , . 
.'··.  :.  . Article 27 
,  Deferment of  certain obligations 
·.  '· 
·1.  The ci~tes laid down if:t_any deferments granted in relation to Article ·12 and 13· 
~fDirective 95/62fEC sh~l remain unchanged  .. 
I  .  .  .;  •  .  ·.:.  '  . 
62 Article 28 
.·Technical adjustment 
. Modifications. necessey to adapt  Annexes  I,·~ and ill·:to this  Dire.ctive  to 
. teclu1ological  d~eiopmehts  or  to ·changes  in· ·  m~ket demand  shall  .be. 
determined in a~cordance  with the procedure laid down m  Article 29. 
ArtiCle 29 
.Advisory Committee procedure 
1. ·  The. Commission shall be assisted by the ONP Committee. 
The  Committee  shall,  in  p~icular,  consult  the  representatives  of, the 
organizations  providing  fixed  public  telephone  net:works,  publicly  av~lable 
telephone services, users, consumers and' manufacturers. 
2.  ·  The representative of  the Commission shall submit to the Committee a draft of 
the_ measures to be taken.  The Committee shall deliver its opinion on the draft 
within a time limit which the Chairman may lay down according to fhe urgency 
· of  the matter, ifnecessary by taking a vote. 
The opinion shall be recorded in the minutes;  in  addition, .  each Member State 
shall have the right to ask to have its position recorded in the minutes. 
The Commission shall. take the utmost account of  the opinion delivered by the 
Committee.  It shall inform the Committee of  the manner in which its opinion 
ha~ been taken into account. 
. . 
63 ·Article 30 . 
Review 
.  . 
· '.  •·  ·.  The Commission. shall examine and report to the1European Parliament and to ·: 
the Council ori .the functioning of  this Directive, on the first occasion not  later 
thari.31 December 1999,' taking into account the Report on Universal service 
.  ,·  .  .  .  . 
·•.  to be publishedby tlie Commission before 1 January 1998.  Th~  re~ew  ~hall be 
.  . 
based inter alia on ~.the information provided by the Member ·state$ to the 
Coriuriission, and shall in particularexamine: 
the ·scope  of the Directive,  and  in  particular  whether  some  of its 
provisions should apply to mobile telephony 
the  proVIsions . in  chapter  II  in  the  light  of changes  m .  market 
conditions, users demand and technological progress . 
the maintenance of  the obligations imposed under Articles 17,  18  and 
19 in ~he light of  the emergence of  competition. 
Where necessar-y, further periodic reviews may be proposed in the repo.rt. 
.  !  '  .. .,  .. 
Article 31 
Transposition 
1.  Member States shall take the measures necessary to comply with this Directive 
before  31  December  1997.  They  shall  forthwith  inform  the  Commission 
thereof. 
, .  When Member. States adopt these measures, they shall  contain a reference to 
this Directive or :shall  be  accompanied by  such reference ·on  the occasion. of 
64 their official·publication. · The methods of making such reference shall be laid 
.  .  . .  '  .  ~  . 
down. by the 1\.ferp.Qer States. 
· 2. .  Member States shall inform the Commission of  the .main ·provisions of national  , 
. law which they, a.dopt in the field governed by this Directive; .. 
Article 32 
- Repeal of  Directive 95/62/EC 
.Directive 9?/62/EC is _hereby repealed with effect from 31  December 1997, without 
prejudice  to  Member  States'  obligations  for  implementation  of that  Directive 
according to the timescales laid down in Annex IV. 
- .  .  . 
References made to the repealed Directive·shall be construed as being made  t~ this 
Directive. 
Annex V provides a tab'te showing the relationship between th~ Articles of  Directive 
95/62/EC and the Articles of  this Directive. 
Article 33 
Entry into force 
This  Directive. shall  enter  into  force  on  the  twentieth  day  following  that ·of its 
publications in the Official Journal of  the European Communities. 
). 
65 Article 34 
Addressees 
This Directive is  addre~sed to  the Member States. 
Dbr:te at Brussels,  [dat~]  .·· 
For the Eur6pean Parliament  .  ) 
The President 
For the Council 
The President 
66 ANNEX  I 
.. :·DESCRIPTION OF  FACll..ITIES REFERRED TO IN ~TICLES  14 AND IS 
· Part 1.  Facilities referred to in_ Article 14(1) · 
(a)  Tone 'dialling orDTMF (dual-tone multifreqlfency operation) 
i.e. the fixed public telephone network supports the use ofJ?TivfF telephones 
for  signall~g  ·to. the  exchange~  using_  tones  ·as  defined  in  ITU-T 
Recommendation Q.23, and supports the same tones for end-to-end signalling 
through . the  networ~ both  within  a . Member  State  and  between  Member 
States. 
(b)  Selective ·call barring  for outgoing calls 
i.e. the facility whereby the subscriber Gan,  on request to the telephone service 
. provider, bar eutg.oing calls of  defineo types or to defined types of  .numbers. 
I. 
Part 2  List of  facilities referred to in Article 15(1): 
(a)  Calling-line identification . 
i.e_  the calling party's number is presented to the called party prior to the call 
being established. 
This  facility  should. be provided  in.  accordance with  relevant  l~gi'slation on 
protection of  personal data and privacy, such as Directive 95/46/EC. 
67 .  . .  .  . 
(b)  ·.Direct dialling-in (or facilities offering equivalent  functionality) 
.• ..  · 
·.  ·  Le. users on a private branch exchange (PBX) or similar private system can be 
.  .  . 
·.· cailed direCtly  fr<?m  the fixed  public telephone network, .without intervention 
.  .. 
. of  the PBX attendant. 
(c)  Call  forwarding .. 
i.e·~ incoming calls sent to another destination in the same or another Member 
.  .  .  ..  .  . 
State (e.g. on no reply, on busy, or unconditionally). 
.  . 
This  facility  should  be provided iri  accordance  with  relevant  legislation  on 
·protection of  personal data and privacy, such as Directive 9~/46/EC. 
.  l 
Part 3  List of  services and facilities referred to in Article 15(2): 
(a)  ·Community-wide access to green/freephone seniices 
These  services,  variously  known  as  green  numbers,  freephone  services, 
0800 numbers etc.  ~over dial-up services where the caller pays  not~ing for the 
call to the number dialled . 
. ·  (b)_  Shared cost services 
These services cover dial-up  services where the caller  pays .only ,part of the 
I  .  . 
cost ofthe call to the number dialled. 
(c)  ·  Community-wide premium rate services I shared revenue services 
68 ,Premium rate service is  a faciii'ty  whereby charges ·for the use of a  service 
accessed  through  a  telecommunications  network  are  combined  ·With  the 
.  .  /  .  . .  .  .  . 
·network call charges. . 
(d) .  ~  Community-wide calling-line identification 
i.e. the c~ing party's number is presented to the called party prior to the call·· 
··being  es~ablished  .. 
This facility  should  b~ provided in  accordance with  relevant  legislation  on 
protection of  personal data and privacy, such as Dire.ctive 95/46/EC. 
. (e)  . .  Access to operator services in other Member States 
Le. · users in  one  Member  State ·can  call  the  operator/assistance  service  in 
another Member State. 
(f)  Access to directory enquiry services il,l other Member States 
i.e.  ~sers in one Member State can call the directory enquiry service in another 
Member State. 
. .;  . 
This facility should be provided in accordance ·with relevant legislation on 
protection of  personal data and privacy, such as Directive 95/46/EC. 
69 . ·ANNEXll 
.  .  ' 
HEADINGS FOR INFORMATION TO BE PUBLISHED · 
IN ACCORDANCE WITHARTICLE 11 
:  ;, 
. PART 1  INFORMATION TO BE  SUPPLIED TO THE NATIONAL . 
REGULATORY AUTHORITY IN ACCORDANCE WITH ARTICLE.ll(2) 
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF NETWORK INTERFACES 
Technical  characteristics of interfaces  at commonly  provided  network termination 
points are required, including where applicable reference to ·relevant national and/or 
international standards or recommendations: 
- for analogue and/or digitally presented networks: 
(a)single line interface; 
(b) multiline interface; 
(c)direct diiilli'ng-in (DDI) interface; 
(d)·other interfaces commonly provided; 
- for ISDN: (where provided) 
(a)  specification ofbasic and primary rate interfaces at the SIT 
reference points, including the signalling protocol; 
70 (b)  detruls of  bearer services able to carry voice telephony 
servtces; 
.  (c)  other interfaces commonly provided; 
-·and any other interfaces commonly provided. 
In addition to the above  information to  be  submitted  to the National  regulatory 
authority  on  a  regular  basis  in  the  manner  laid  down  in  Article  11(2), ·all 
orgaruzation's providing fixed public telephone networks must inform their National 
regulatory authority, without undue delay,  of any particular network characteristics 
which are found to affect the correct operation of  terminal equipment.  The national 
regulatory  authority shall  make  this  information  available  on request to terminal 
equipment suppliers. 
.  -. 
PART 2  - INFORMATION TO BE PUBLISHED  IN ACCORDANCE WITH 
ARTICLE 11(3) 
Note.  The  national  regulatory  authority  has  a  responsibility  to  ensure  that  the 
information in this Ann·ex is published, in accordance with Article 11(3).  It is for the 
national· regulatory authority to decide which information is  to be published by the· 
organisations  providing  telecommunications  networks  an!ifor  publicly  available 
telephone services, and which by the national regulatory authority itself 
.71 1.  Name(s) a~d  address(es) of organisation(s) · · 
- '  't  ' 
i.e~ names· and  he~d office addresses of  organizations pro~ding fixeq' 
public  telephone  networks  and/or.  publicly  ':availabie  t~lephone 
services. 
2 · .  Telephone services_ offered  .. 
··'  2.1  · Scope of  the basic service 
Description of  the. basic tetepfione services offered,  indic~ting what is included  . 
in  the  subscription  charge  and' the  periodic  rental  charge  (e.g.  operator 
services, directories, directqry services, selective cali barring, iterllised billing, 
. maintenance etc). 
Description of optional facilities ·and  feature~ of the telephone service  ~hich 
are  tariffed  separately  froJl1  the  basic  offering,  including  where  applicable 
reference to the relevant technical  standards  or specifications to which they 
conform. 
2.2  Tariffs  -·. 
covering access, all types of  call charges,  mainten~nce, and including details of 
1 
discounts appli~d and special and targetted tariff schemes. 
'.  '  .  .  . 
2. 3  Compensation/refund policy 
including  specific  details  of any  compensation/refund  schemes . 
offered. · 
2. 4.  Types of  maintenance service offered . 
72 
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··:  .  ~ .  .  .  . 
. '  .~  ' . 
2.5.  Standard contract conditions 
•.-:·.:: 
,  .  ,  •  I 
including any minimum rori~actual period, if  relevant . 
.. ~ ... 
.  / 
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.  ;, 3.  . Conditions for att~chment  of terminal'  equi~·ment 
.·  .. ·  :: 
This  shall  inclu~e a cbmplete overview of  r~quirernents· for terminal  equipme~t in 
line with the provisions of Directives .91/263/EEC or 93/97/EEC, including,  ~here 
i.  .  - •  •  •  .  .  .  • 
appropriate,  ·condition~ .  concerning 'customer .  premises wiring  and ·location of the 
network terinination point. 
4.  Restrictions on access and use -
This shall itielude any restrictions on: access and use imposed in accordance with the 
.  requirements of  Article 13 
74 ANNEX  m·,. 
.  - .  .  (  ·..  .  ' 
·.  lNI)ICATORS,. DEFINITIONS AND MEASUREMENT METHODS 
IN ACCORDANCE Wfni  Tiffi REQUIR.EM:ENts OF ARTICLE 12 
. . .  ~: 
' 
INDICATOR  DEFINITION · 
'  MEAsUREMENT 
(NOTE 1) 
METHOD 
supply time for initial  ETSIETR 138  ETSIETR 138 
connection 
'• 
fault rate per access line  ETSIETR 138  · ETSI ETR 138 
fault repair time  ETSIETR 138  ETSI ETR 138 
' 
unsuccessful call ratio  ETSIETR 138  ETSI ETR 138 
,. 
call set up time  ETSIETR 138  ETSIETR 138 
.  .; 
-
response times for operator  ETSIETR 138  ETSIETR 138 
services 
response times for directory  as for operator services  ·as for operator services 
enquiry services 
. 
'  proportion of coin and card  .  ETSI ETR 138  ETSI ETR 138 
operated public pay-
telephones in working order  I 
75 .,  ~illing accuracy  .•  ··1  see note 2  I  see note 2  I 
·Note 1. 
Indicators sho~ld  allo~  for perfonna.rice to be analysed at a regioilallevel (ie.no less than level2 in 
the Nomenclature of  Territorial Units for Statistics (NUTS) established by Eurostat.) 
Billing accuracy.  National definitions and measurement methods should be used until such time 
a5 .a common definition and measurement method are agreed at the European level. 
. .; 
7G 
.d.~  ' 
.... '·•.··. 
·'·  ANNEXIV- · 
·,· .··  . 
. ~SCALE  :RE;FERRED TO IN,ARUCLE ~3 
·-·.··  ... 
Date by· which Member States must take the necessary measu~e~ - . 
to  ·c<>mply with· Directive 95/62/EC.  i 3 December 1996 
. .; 



























. Title of  Article 
. Scope and aim 
# 
· Definitions . 
Availability of  telecommunications services 
-
Affon!ability 
Provision of  service, connection of  terminal 
equipment and use of  the network.-
~ 
~ 
Publication of  and access to information 
Quality of  service 
Conditions for the termination of  offerings 
User Contracts 
--
Variation ofpublfshed conditions 
Provision of  additional facilities 




Cost accounting principles 
Discounts and other special tariff  provisions 
Itemized billing and other facilities 
Directory services 
Public pay-telephones 
Telephone pre-payment cards 
Specific measures for disabled users_ 
Specifications for netWork access, including 
the socket 
'. 
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•  J  ••  EVALUATION OF THEJMPACT . 
'",·I 
·;.I 
. ~mpact  of the proposal on the enterprises and, in  ~articular, 
on the small and medium enterpriseS (SMEs) 
Title  of the  Proposal:  ~roposal for  a  European Parliament  and  Council  DireCtive 
amending  Council  Directive  95/62/EC  on the  application  of open  network  provision 
(ONP)"_to  voice telephony,  for  the purpose of adaptation to a competitive  en~ronment · · 
and to ensure universal Syrvicefor telecommunications 
Document reference nuinber: 
- ., 
The proposition 
1.  The need· of  the legislative measure 
The full  liberalization of  telecommunications services. and  infrastructures in  1998 lifts the 
remaining  restrictions  for- organizations  to  enter  into  the· telecommunications  market, 
80 allowing  more  competition  ·in  the  sector  with  the · consequenti~l  benefit·  for  the 
telecommunications enterprises, the users and the whole economy of  Europe. 
The eXisting  ONP voice telephony l)irective 95/62/EC was adopted in ·1995 at a time 
·  when most Member States retained special and exclusive rights for the provision of  public 
telecommunications. networks and voice telephony services.  Article 3  2(1) of Directive 
notes that the European Parliament and the Council will review the said Directive by 1st 
January  1998 'on the basis of a proposal which the Coriunission ~I  submit to. them in 
good time'. 
The purpose of  the revision is to adopt Directive 95/62/EC to a Iiberalised market.  At the 
same time, the Conuillssion has indicated in  its Communication on universal service for 
telecommunications in the perspective of  a fully Iiberalised environment1 that it intends to 
.  -
strengthen certain provisions of  the Directive jn response to user demand. 
The revised Directive will form part of the post-l998 legislative framework designed to 
' ensure that all organizations competing in the European telecommunications market have 
a stable and predictable regulatory environment complementing the competition rules of 
the Treaty. 
The open  and  competitive  markets  in  telecommunications  will  improve  the  social  and 
economic  well-being  of European_  users  and  the ·competitiveness  of the  European 
enterprises. 
The impact on enterprises 
COM(96) 73,  13.03.1996 
81 2. .  Wh~  will be affected by the proposal 
The. existing· Directive affects telecommunic_ations  organisations,  and the revised version 
Will  affect the -same  typ~s  ~f org~sation ie  the  suppli~rs of fixed  publi~ telephone 
rie~orks  and publiCly ~v~lable  telephone services.  . 
A  number of  requir~ments placed  on telecommunications  organisation~  i~  ·the existing 
·.·Directive  are. no  longer  approp~ate in a competitive environment  and these  have. been .. 
'  . 
.  '  .  . 
removed  ..  others wili be phased ·out as  comp~tition develops. 
·-New  entrants who  seek to  provide  public ·telephone  networks, BJ}d  publiCly  available· 
.  . 
_telephone  se~ices will  be sub]ect·_ to  some  form  of authoris-ation  within  each Member 
Srates.  -The Commission has proposed a separate-Directive_ on~  common fr~mework for 
.  '  .  .  .  . 
-.  general authorisations arid individual licences in  th~ field of  telecommumcations services2, _ 
which provides  straightforward,  harmoflised  procedures  for- granting ·authorisations ·or_ 
licences.'  The revised  0~  Voice Tel'ephony  I)irective will  lead to a  con:unon  s.et  of . 
.  1' 
requirements  in  nationai  authorisations· for  the_  provision 'of telephone- services  thus 
.  - .\.  '  '  '  .  . 
avoidi~g the burde~ of having  different. authorisation. requirements  in.  differe~~ Membe~ -
~  .  .  ..  '  -'  ' 
States. 
The provisions affecting new entrants (some of  which may start out as. small and medium 
enterprises) .  concern  the  offering  of certain  facilities  to. users,  user  contracts, ·-the 
.  .  '  . 
publication  of information  about  technical  interfaces,  and  the  keeping  of statistics  on 
.  .  .  .  .  '  -
quality of  service.- These requirements are justified by the -need to  prote~t consumers, arid  _ 
2  _-COM(95)_545, 14 November 1995 
82 \  .  . 
to 'ensure  a  competitive  ·~arket .  for  telecommunications  teiminal. equipment.  ·.  These 
. t 
req~irements.are not such as to create additional market entry barriers. 
Users stand to benefit in terms. of more choice, better serVices  and ,facilities,  and lower 
.  .  ~  .  .  ' 
. .  prices.  Lower. communications .  costs have' a positive  imp~ct all  the wa'-y  up  the value 
chain, .·for  commercial  enterprises. of ail  sizes  and. all  ~es..  Experience  in  liberalised 
markets reveals how new and· cheaper telecomniunic~tions services stimulate enterprises 
to develop new products and se~ces  in many  <;>~er sectors. 
At the same time,  hew markets are opening within the telecommunications sector itself.  .. 
.Liberalisation will bring significant . new investment to the telecommunications industry 
overth~  co~ng  years.  New network operators will be seeking technologically advanced 
-
products . which  reduce  costs · and  offer · competitive  advantage,  including  both 
telecommunication~  specific  products  and_  also  more  general  . administrative  and 
p~oductivity tools. · Opportunities exist here for innovativ~ small and medium enterprises 
to .sell into the telecommunications sector. 
Different  .rules  for  market  entry in different  Member  States  would  slow  down  this 
investment.  This  D!iective .  will  have  a  positive  impact  by  providing .  ~ qarmonised. 
regulatory  framework  for. telephone  networks  and  services  thfoughout .t.he  European 
Union. 
·3.  Conformance with the proposal 
The national regulatory authorities in the_ Member States will be. resp~nsible f<?r ensuring 
that the organizations concemed·comply with the provisions of  the Directive:  In addition, 
.  .  .  .  .  -
83 the hational  regulatory authorities must  notify to the Coinmission the.  n~m~s 'of certain  .  .  - ... 
..  .  . 
organi~ations in their territory to whom the Directive Will apply. 
·'  I 
,. 
4.  /Economic effects 
·~. 
.  '  .  . 
New inyestment ·in  the. teleco~~nicatio'ns sector  ~ill be  stimuiated  by ·astable and. 
predictable  regulatory  environment  The  harmonized •  framework  to  be . established 
( 
.·throughout theUnion by this Directive will foster investment and.createjob opportunities 
.  .  .  . .  .,  :  '  .  .  .  .  .  \  . 
in  ne~ enterprises  in  the .  sector  ...  partic~larly S:MEs  ~- ·and.  stimula~e growth.  The 
' proposed framew~rk is designed to. promote productivity and to encourage efficient and 
.  - (  .  .  '  ..  ·  .  .  .  .  ~ 
. ·sustainable  market entry,  and •  at the sa1ni time  to· guarantee the _provision of  uni~el,"sal 
service for telecomniunications throughout the European Uni~n.: · 
In .the  absence of such a Directive;  the fragmented  national  markets  ~hat would  result 
. would be less attractive to new market entrants than a single  E~ropean  market,  and. the  .. 
goal  of strengthening  economic and  social  cohesion  set  out·· in the Treaty  would  be 
- .; 
··undermined. 
·-s.  . Specific provisions for SMEs 
There are no  specific measures in the proposal addressing. S:t\.ffis.  However,  S:MEs will  . 
.  .  . 
find  new· business  opportunities  in  the  services· and  facilities  called  for  in  this  revised 
;  '  . 
Directive. 
84. 
. \. · 6.  · ·.  Consultation 
·  · · · The Comrriissi~n's Gr~en Paper on the liberalisation  oftelecomm~ni6ations  infrastructure 
.  (part II)3  ~utlined the g~rieral dir~ction in which the existing  ONP  Directives would h~_. 
adapted .  to .  take  account  of full'  libenilis~tion in  -19.98.  More  specific·  proposals  for 
.  .  - .  ~ 
.  .  .  '  .  ' 
adap~tion of:  the  ONP  voice.  telephony  Directive  95/62/EC  "Yere  proposed  in  the 
·.Commission'· comrn:unication on Universal  se~ce for  Telecommu~cations, based on a 
.  .  - ~  .  '  .  '  .  .  .  .  .  . .  . 
Survey of  Member  States and  exten~ive public consultation; including a public heating on 
universal se~ce  held in Brussels in·October ·1995 and attended bya_ number ofMEPs  . 
. Following this-public  h~aring so'me  60 organisations submitted written comments to the 
Conuiussion - see Appendix 1  .. 
·  <?ne of the greatest concerns of pqtentiai. new entra,nts (such as  Bell  South; Comp.agnie. 
(Jenerale  des  Eaux,  MFS Communications)  is  ~hat _universal  service,obligations  could 
become  excessi~e  .and -thus result in· a sigrrificant market. enfry barrier:  Such· enterprises 
stress  the_· need for .Ell. legislation. to .spe~:ify  ~xactly what  can be  inCluded  in  universal 
service costs. 
Existing network operators (eg B·T,.  Deutsche Telekom,  PTT Telecom)  emphasise that 
they  should  n6t carry unfair  obligations  with  reSpect  to. new market  entrants,  and  ~re 
'  l  '  ,..  .  -..,_  • 
looking ··to  EU legislation to· minimise  differences  in.  ~he rules  and  re~lations between·· 
.  different Member· States. · 
.3  C0M(9,4) 682, 25.01.1995 
~-5"- 86 
,. The proposed adaptation to· Directive 95/62/EC fulfiis  these  requirements,· while  at the 
'same time ensuring that all users have access to an affordable bas~c telephone service.' 
-' ,  .  . . The  pnnciples  of the Directive .have  be~n  ·  discu~sed in. detail  in  the  ONP  Committee, 
.  .·  .  .  ~ 
.  '  .  .  .·  ·.  ·. 
which  brings  together . the·  repre~entatives.  ·.of  _national·  regulatory  a~thorities. for 
telecommunications  in the  Union  and  the·. EEA;  under  the  Chairrrian~hip  of .the 
-' 
Commiss~on, and  which  is  al~o. attended  by  people from user  gr~up~, manufacturers, . 
..J 
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. • 87 APPENDIX 1 :  LIST OF ORGANISATIONS  PROVIDING WR,ITTEN  RESPONSES  ON  UNIVERSAL 
SERVICE 
.  ~. 
ANGA 
Antelope Consulting 
APEC- Association of  Private European 
· Cable Operators . 




.  Austrian Ministry of  economy ~d  transport 
. Belgacom  ,·_ 
Bell South 
British Tel~com 
Bureau ~uropeen  des Unions des 
Consumateurs  ' 
Conseil National du Patronat Fr~cais 
Compagnie General des Eaux 
COST 219 - National Research & 
Development Centre for Welfare & Health. 
COST 219 The Mike Martin Consultancy 
CRID 
CURDS- University ofNewcastle 
Dansk lndustri (DI) 
DepartmentofTrade and Industry (UK) 
.  Deutsche Postgewerkschaft 
Deutsche Telekom 
Direction Generale des Pastes et 
Telecommunj~ations (FR) 
ETNO· 
. EU Committee of  the Americari chamber of 
Commerce in Belgium 
European Conference of  Data Protection 
Commissioners  .  ., 




GEF - Global Electronic Finance 
Management 
88 ·: ·, 
PIT Force O~vrier~ 
· PIT Telecom 
STET 
TAG - Telecommunications Action Group. 
TELECEL S.A.  -. 
.  . 
Telecom Eireann 
Telefonica de Espana 
Telenor 
TELIAAB 
INESC  The Finnish.  Consume~s  Association 
Ingeneria y Gestion de Redes  Thyssen Telecom A. G. 
INTEL  The Teleconimuni:cations Managers 
· International Council of Aircraft Owrier and  Association 
Pilot Associations  ··  United States Council for Intematiomi.l . 
IPTI  Business 
Kooperativa Institutet  ··  Universidad de Valencia 
Erika Mann M.E.P.  · Universitat Potsdam 
Mercury Cominunications Ltd  'VEBACOM 
MFS Communications 
..  -t 
Ministerie Vail Verkeer en Waterstaat (NL) 
Ministry of  Transport & Communications 
(FIN) 
Ministry of  Transport & Communications 
(SWED) 
OFTEL 
· O!nnitel Pronto I  tali a 
Portugal Telecm11  · 
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